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NEWS-HERAL-

Estancia, Torrance County, New

D

Thursday, January

Mexico,

17, 1918

The petition of Jose Madril on December 1917 is presented, ex
head of sheep raised by the amined and approved as is also MANZANO FOREST
the report for the month of No
state tax commission.
The petition of Cristobal Ma vember.
LANDS
The monthly report of the
dril on 3000 head of sheep, raised
by the state tax commission
sheriff for the months of NoThe petition of Thomas Bachi vember and December 1917 are
cha on sheep assessed by the presented and approved.
The lands to be eliminated
"
The report of M. B. Fuller as from the Manzano National For-- '
state tax commission.
The petition of Librado Valen J. P. Mountainair is presented est and opened to homestead filcia, on sheep assessed by the and approved.
ing Feb. 11th and settlement
The resignation of M. B. Ful- Feb. 18th, it is learned are locatstate tax commission.
The petition of Candelario ler as J. P. Precinct Ño. 15 is ed along the east slope of the
nn ni
Perea on 320 acres of land as presented and approved.
mountains principally. There
Upon petition of the people of are nearly two townships just
sessed to unknown owners for
Mountainair presented by C. J north of the Chilili Grant, and
the year 1916.
The petition of Delfina Griego Amble and C L. Burt for the smaller áreas
of that
smith
PROCEEDINGS for the reduction of taxes and appointment of P. A. Speckmann Grant, and n;rth
and west of
for exemption on her land for as J. P., the board approves the rajique Grant, some west of
said petition and orders that a Torreón Srant, and another conthe years 1909 to 1916 inc.
REGULAR TERM.
In the matter of the road here certificate of appointment be is- siderable area south and south
Janurary 7th, 1918.
tofore ordered by the board to be sued to said P. A. Speckmann as west of Manzano Grant.
The Board of County Commis- examined by the county sur J. P.
The land is mostly rough, but
sioners of Torrance county, New veyor and a report submitted
The report of the census no doubt there is much good
Mexico, met this day in regular therein to this board comeB now enumerator in and for the pro farming land in it, and all is
session with all members pres D. S. King and reported to the posed village of Willard is filed good grazing land.
ent, there being present also the board his doings therein and and approved.
Filings may be made twenty
sheriff, the clerk and the inter states that he called a meeting
In the matter of the petition days before the date set, but
preter.
of the people interested in said of the people of Palma for the early filings are of no advantage,
The minute3 of the two pre road and endeavored to get them opening of certain rDad closed by as they will be considered simulvious meetings were read and ap to compromise and agree to the one E. C. Holdermann, the board taneous with those made on the
proved.
establishing of said road, and directs that the petitioners there 11th.
Where there are two or
Comes now J. L. Stubblefield, after having met with them he in state more definitely whether more simultaneous filings the
county road superintendent and finds that it is impossible to get the said road-i- s
on section lines claimants will be required to
calls the attention of the board any definite
and satisfactory or not and to make the petiton draw, and the lucky man will
to the fact that there are men agreement, therefore he declined describing the said road and sec- get the land.
from outside the town in the to survey the said road and tion lines by the legal subdivis
A "sooner" who attempts to
interest of certain roads within recommends to the board that ions thereof.
settle upon the lands prior to
the county in Twp. 2, Range 7 the matter be dropped by the
In the matter of the Willard- - Feb. 18th acquires no rights
east stating that a ' bridge is board indefinitely, which the
road heretofore peti- whatever, and will be treated as
sorely needed at that certain ar- board so decides to do and it is tioned for, and the board having a trespasser.
royo in that community and pro- so ordered.
at a meeting before this time It is thought by the local land
posing to the board that the
In the matter of a petition considered the said petition, or office authorities that all the
'board authorize the expenditure presented by Peter Moe and oth dered the county surveyor to lands will be designated as grazof about from $230 to $290 for ers for the closing of certain view the proposed route and re ing lands, but whether under the
material for the construction section lines in Township 5, R. port therein to this board, the 320 or
law is not known.
thereof, the people in said vi 12 and T. 6, R. 12 in the vicinity board approves the report of the
It is said that if two persons
cinity will contribute toward the of the salt lakes and through surveyor therein and orders that file on the same land, one makbuilding of said Dridge all nec- certain pastures, the board after said report be put on file in the ing a
e
filing and the oth
essary labor and work and the considering the same granted office of the county clerk.
filing, and the land
er a
The map of the road hereto is afterward designated under
. construction of approaches, the said petition subject
to the
board being advised in the pre- complaint of any person therein fore ordered to be' made by the the
e
e
fil
act, the
mises and finding that the under- at any time and to reconsidera- county 'surveyor of the road in ing will stick and the
e
taking of building such bridge tion of the board at any time it
4, R. 6, hereinbefore men filing will be thrown out.
throughout including ,labor and should so consider it necessary to tioned, is presented and ap
material will cost the county ap- do.
proved.
NEW M'INTOSH BRAN
proximately $1,000, and in view Comes now
The petition of the Willard
J. L. Stubblefield,
of the fact of the agreement of county highway superintendent, Record asking the appointment
Bran from new crop wheat is
the people in said neighborhood and asks that a sum of $250 be of that newspaper as the official now being made.
The supply
to undertake the building there- appropriated out of
road newspaper of Torrance county is will be limited not enough to
the
of in a thorough workmanlike fund for the purpose of repair- presented and approved and the last through the season. This is
manner subject to the approval ing the road north and south Willard Record Í3 hereby ap- of very superior quality, comof the county highway superin- through the town of Estancia or pointed, as the official newspaper monly known as white, or mill
tendent, and to furnish a gqod so much thereof as may be nec- of Torrance county.
run bran. Better buy now. Get
and sufficient bond therefor, it essary for such
The petition of the Mountain it from your local merchant if he
the
pjirpose,
is therefore resolved by
the board after considering the ap- air Independiente tor designa has it.
If not, we will see that
county commissioners that so plication
resolves to grant the tion as the official newspaper of you are supplied. Kemp Bros, in
much of the sum of $290 be ap- same and so it 3 resolved.
the county is presented and re Estancia are handling this bran.
propriated out of the road fund
E. H. Ayers. Owner Mcintosh
jected.
In the matter of the resolution
P. O. adas will be necessary to purchase in regard to securing state aid
The butcher bond of B. R. Roller Flour Mills.
dress, Estancia, N. M.
the material for the construction for' the building,
U
approved.
presented
Voss
and
répair and
of said bridge and that the par- maintenance of roads within the
The application of Dr. C. J.
good
ties interested furnish a
and county of Torrance, which said Amble for his appointment as
sufficient bond to be approved by resolution is by the state high- county physician is presented
the county highway superintend- way commisssion submitted to and a memorandum of agree
ent for the faithful performance the board of county commission- ment is made in duplicate.
of the work.
ers for their approval, the clerk
The board sitting as a board
In the matter of the road be- is ordered to draw up a true copy
of finance hereby certify to the
tween Willard and Mountainair, in triplicate of the original now county
treasurer the following
in Twp. 4 Range 8 east, the
on file and 'submit same to the named banks as qualified deboard after hearing the proposi- state highway commission, and positories as provided by chapter
tion presented to them by the that the county highway super- 70 of the laws of New Mexico,
county highway superintendent intendent report to
the state providing for the qualification of
finds that there are funds highway
commission and that depositories and for the distributhrough private donation to the
said state highway commission tion of said monies, viz.:
amount of $200 and upon the pe- fix the bond therein.
Estancia Savings Bank, Estanpresented
therein
the
tition
monthly
report
N. M.
cia,
The
of
the
board resolved to appropriate so
(Continued on last page)
much of the sum of $250 out of county clerk for the month of
the road fund as will be necessary to work said road subject to
the supervision of the county
highway superintendent.
The following petitions for the
correction of taxes were pre
sented and examined by the
board and corrections recom
Contracted for before the advance in prices,
mended, viz.:
are now arriving daily. Buy at this store and
The petition of Antonio Cedillo
get your share of the benefit.
asking relief from penalties on
taxes of 1912.
The petition of C. J. Amble on
lot 3 block 25 Mountainair.
The petition of Juan Sanchez
y Vigil on 300 head of sheep
raised by the state tax commission for the year 1917.
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fTke Man with Money
knows that the Bank

is the only

i

Safe

fefejfli place for Money.

1

THE BUSINESS OF A BANK IS TO TAKE CARE OF ITS PAT
RONS BUSINESS AFFAIRS AND THEIR MONEV.
TOUR DOCTOR CHARGES FOR HIS ADVICE: YOUR LAWYER
THE SAME. EVERYBODY BUT YOUR BANKER-H- E
PROTECTS
YOUR MONEY AND YOUR INTERESTS AND GIVES HIS ADVICE
FREE.

OUR BANK HAS THE THICK WALLS AND STRONG LOCKS TO
PROTECT YOUR MONEY.
COMETO OUR BANK.

Estancia Savings
Bank
J.

DIRECTORSA. 3. GREEN, B. HERNDON, H. F. SH ELTON
DR. C. 3. AMBLE, 3. S. KELLY, ANNIE PORTER.
I am now comfortably located
two doors north of the postoffice,
where I want all of my old customers to come and see me and
get the best barber work done

tric Laundry of Santa Fe, and
can give you the best service in
the barber and laundry business
in town. J. E. Hinman, the
Barber.
that can be done in the Estancia
Long ti.ne real estate farm
valley.
I also handle the Elec loans negotiated. -- Fred H. Ayers

640-acr- e

320-acr-

640-acr- e

320-acr-

C. A. BURRUSS. President
NEAL JENSON, Cashier
J. N. BURTON. Vice Pres. ED. W. ROBERSON, Aes'tCash'r
C. ORTIZ, 2nd Vice President.
Directors: Willie Elgin, F. T.
Meadows, A. Abbott, Robert Lynn.

320-acr-

TO

640-acr-

We wish to submit the following facts regarding
the growth of this bank in the past six months:

opened for business,
Total resoures,
Sept. 11, 1917, Published statement,
Total resources,
Dec. 31. 1917, Published statement.
Total resources.
Growth in 5 months and 25 days.

July

5, 1917,

$30,000.00
$86, 771.16

$136,798.95
106,798.95

FARMERS AND STQGKMENS BANK

BRAN
Extra Quality, Mill Run

CORN
Sound and good

CHOP
Clean and substantial

Contract Goods

CAKE
No more at present prices
HAY
Nice, bright prairie
OATS
Colorado heavy white

HELLUMS
Lowest

Where Prices are

Estancia Lumber Co.

ESTANCIA

NEWS-HERAL-

'Why! What difference "
"No difference," he grumbled. "Too
late: now mischiefs done!" He withdrew Into morose contemplation of the
knave of diamonds.
"What have such men to do with the
secret service?" Lydla demanded abruptly.
"With the nh secret servicer He Methods of Exponents of German
"Why nothing
looked up blankly.
"Kultur" in Carrying Out
whatever ! What makes you ask?"
"Then What were they after when
Deportation Order.
they attacked me? Not the 'evidence'
By LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE
you talked about?"
"My dear child ! What do you sup-tHS LONE WOLF.THI BRASS 101,"
pose? What but the loot that neck- ADD HYPOCRISY TO CRUELTY
Etc
lace? They've been hot on Betty's
trail from the moment It became
CeprrlrttVr
Unk Jamk Vc
known she had bought the thing from Officers of "Modern Attlla" Gave Attitude of England as Excuse for
Cottier's."
Repeating In France Atroci"You confuse me so !" Lydla protestCHAPTER XI Continued.
ed In bewilderment.
"If they weren't
ties Practiced In Belgium.
13
connected with the secret service, if
Abruptly the door to Craven's room
If you had nothing whatever to do with
The course of the German armies
flew open with an echoing bang, and
them, why are you so afraid of them?"
she heard him call her In a voice in"I? But my dear child," Craven in France was marked with the same
stinct with mortal terror.
said Indulgently, "you're quite mis- brutalities that characterized the ocStartled, she turned and ran Into the
taken. I'm no more afraid of them cupation of Belgium. Ample proof
adjoining room, pulling up with a cry
than of well say Mr. Collector has been produced that the entire
at sight of her father. His face, a
Loeb."
part
stricken mask, mottled, ghastly : sweat
Seated across the table from him, proceedings were a deliberate
"fright-fulness."
stood out upon his forehead, his lips
system
the
calculated
of
of
reupon
Lydla
resting
elbows
her
it,
trembled, his eyes sick with fear. The
garded
expression
In
an
with
her
father
hinges of his knees loosened, he
which were blended amazement, stupeIn France the German system of
swayed.
faction, misery and uncertainty.
forced labor and deportations, with its
In one quivering hand he held a playCraven
look,
rend
her
he refused horrors, was the same as In Belgium.
If
ing card a knave of diamonds.
to acknowledge It. With an air of In this article is shown the real IdenHe enunciated with difficulty. "Wha
thorough
and, tak- tity of German practice in both occurose
he
satisfaction
what" With a half frantic gesture
ing up the puzzle box, shut It with a pied regions.
This can be done from
be tore at his collar. "Where did that
snap, Its treasure undisturbed.
the official documents and from a sum
come fromr he cried hoarsely. "How
eyes
followed the puzzle box, mary by Ambassador Gerard. The
Her
how did it get In that d box?"
which Craven was slipping into the harrowing detolls may be gathered
He made a strangled sound, reeled,
pocket
side
his coat, with an expres- from the scores of depositions which
of
and fell back heavily Into a chair, the
sion he was quick to Interpret
accompany the note addressed by the
card fluttering from his grasp to rest
"This goes to Betty Merrilees as fast French government to the governments
face upward at bis feet
as a taxlcab can take It," he an- of the neutral powers July 25, 1916.
"Daddy, what can I do? What's the
nounced promptly. "In fact, I stopped These are on file In the state departmatter! If only you'd speak to me!"
In
only to get It on my way uptown."
ment, and have also been translated,
Kneeling at her father's side In a pas"I'm glad of that" said Lydla, list- along with the official documents, In
sion of anxiety, she fondled a band
of Women and
lessly tracing an empty pattern on the 'The Deportation
Inert and frightfully cold.
Girls From Lille." (New York, Doran.)
table.
His position unchanged. Craven wore
"If I'm late, don't fret about me,
German Proclamation at Lille.
every Indication of complete physical
please. I'm quite all right now.
'The attitude of England makes the
collapse. A bend his left clutched
have
are
another
Chances
provisioning of the population more
I sha'n't
at bis Coat, above the heart.
turn like tonight's In several "
and more difficult
But as Lydla moved to rise and tele- cret service?"
A knock sounded on the door. He
"To reduce the misery, the German
Craven's face darkened. "My dear
phone for the hotel physician the man
said slowly, "are you sure broke off with a start, and for half a authorities have recently asked for
stirred. His Hps quivered. She bent girl," he
you've any right to talk to me in this minute stood moveless and silent, his volunteers to ro and work In the
near to catch their whisper:
mouth ajar, his eyes transfixed; then, country. This offer has not had the
"Brandy!"
recollecting himself, be said almost success that was expected.
once."
at
It
order
"I'll
nonchalantly :
"In consequence of this the Inhab
But bis fingers, knitted with hers, re"Mind answering that? If It's any- itants will be deported by order and
strained her with singular strength and"
body for me, say I'm out."
Persons
removed Into the country.
Insistence. "No flask on my bureau
As Lydia rose he swung sharply back deported will be sent to the Interior
"Tes, dearest. Let me go and get It,
Into his bedchamber. When she turned of the occupied territory In France, far
won't you J"
back from the door she saw him poised behind the front, where they will be
"No let me all right now."
alertly Just within the threshold, his employed In agricultural labor, and
He managed to lift head and shoulright hand buried in his coat pocket.
not on any military work whatever.
ders from the chair; then again col"A note for you wants an answer. By this measure they will be given
lapsed, his fingers relaxing.
bellboy's
waiting."
The
the opportunity of providing better
The bureau top In his bedchamber
With a nervous gesture Craven ad- for their subsistence.
was littered with a confusion of arvanced and took the envelope, his
"In case of necessity, provisions can
ticles turned out haphazard from Crabreath quickening and brows clouding be obtained through the German deven's dressing case. For a moment
as he conned the superscription bis pots. Every person deported will be
Lydla searched the disarray, at a loss
name In ink and the room number In allowed to take with him 30 kilo
to single out anything resembling a
blue pencil. But for several seconds grams of baggage (household utensils,
stupefaction
flask. Then a low cry of
he seemed to hesitate. Then abruptly clothes, etc.), which It will be well to
one
to
space
escaped her: In a clear
he ripped It open.
Wttl
ta.
make ready at once.
fVALTDAl
side the puzzle box lay open.
And this time he seemed to have
"I therefore order that no one, unI
In its shallow oblong drawer, upon
been prepared; for he manifested no til further orders, shall change his
a layer of cotton wool, blazed the pearl
untoward emotion when he drew from place of residence.
No one may ab
and diamond collar stolen from Mrs. In One Quivering Hand He Held a- the envelope a single playing card, the
sent himself from his declared legal
Card I Knava of Dia- knave of clubs.
Playing
Merrilees or the Imitation!
residence from 9 p. m. to 6 a. m. (Germonds.
But Immediately the mystery and the
Drawing a deep breath, which might man time), unless he Is in possession
soliciIn
was
her
delost
of
wonder
this
Admitting my actions may seem have been a sigh of relief, Craven
of a permit In due form.
tude, and, another glance discovering a tone?
your eyes. I'm your father, liberately tossed the card face upward
"Inasmuch as this is an Irrevocable
flask, she seized It unusual In
pin
a
mall leather-boun- d
notice
"You'll
table.
on
the
measure, It Is In the Interest of the
and not answerable to you. Neither do
beof
club,
stem
and ran back to the other room.
puncture
In
the
the
a
I concede your right to ah tear
population Itself to remain calm and
Craven's eyes were open and, she passion to tatters "
neath the small J," he observed coolly. obedient.
my agents, on
one
menns
of
fancied. Informed with a look of al"That
or
speech
deeply
moved
for
Too
"COMMANDANT.
most frightened Inquiry as she unstop-pere- d tears, Lydla watched him with eyes of urgent business."
"LIHe, April, 1916."
the flask, dashed a generous profound despondency.
"I'll stay In my room with the door
Notice Distributed In Lille.
amount of brandy Into a glass, and
Well, what about this card 7 ive shut," Lydia volunteered.
"All the inhabitants of the houses,
"No wasn't thinking of that : mereturned toward a silver water pitcher. satisfied you, haven't I? How much
But his husky whisper stayed her longer do you mean to keep me wait- ly wondering if you could. You see, with the exception of children under
by this chap fourteen and their mothers, and also
band.
ing?" And now he must lash himself I'm likely to be detained
themselves
"No straight "
can't tell how long." He consulted of old people, must prepare
rage!
an
Insensate
Into
a
She put the glass to bis Hps, Inverthis watch, frowning. "After ten now; for transportation In an hour and
quietly.
told
Lydla
him
longer,"
"No
Betty
Inter. half's time.
much
on
ing It slowly while be gulped and splutcall
well
can't
I
I'm quite ready to tell you what little How would you like to take a taxi to
"An officer will decide definitely
tered.
tell
"Morel" be demanded with his first I know. And then perhaps youll
Margrave, and give her this con- what persons will be taken to the
the
employs
Downing
street
me whether
For this purconcentration camps.
collar?"
free breath. "A little water"
Smith, card sharper, and founded
After this second draft, which he Mr. Southpaw
He could have made no suggestion pose all the Inhabitants ofof theInhouse
"
why
case
In
It;
front
drank unaided,, he seemed more himmore shrewdly calculoted. In a breath must assemble
"Good heaven!" The exclamation Lydla's countenance lightened and her of bad weather they may remain In
self. For the first time he ceased to
The door of the house
the passage.
clutch his side ; a little color crept back was one of uncontrollable dismay. Un eyes grew animated.
must remain open. All protests will
Into his face. He remained silent, bow-eve- r, consciously, perhaps, he clutched the
un, ir i may r- support,
and
edge
of the table for
No Inmate of the house,
his gaze bent upon the knave of
"Why not? You'll be perfectly safe. be useless.
diamonds at his feet, bis countenance again his left hand stole toward bis! It's no great distance, nobody knows even those who are not to be transyou
say?
Smith
that
"What's
heart.
may
leave the house before
ported,
darkly perplexed.
you have the collar, and Betty'll be
At length Lydla ventured anew, What do you know about him? What glnd to see y a. You might stop with 8 a. m. (German time).
"Each person will be permitted to
"What is It, daddy? Can't you tell has he to do with this?" "
her till I call for you If you don't
"If you'll listen to me
take 30 kilograms of baggage; If anyme?"
mind being made an excuse of."
lisCraven
Subsiding Into a chair.
"Heart," he muttered, "an old affec"Yes," she agreed, breathless. "I ll one's, baggage exceeds that weight, It
will all be rejected, without further
tion. Nothing to worry about ; but that tened npnthetlcnlly and without Inter- be glad."
Packages must be sepruption to his daughter's succinct story
card keeled me over rather!"
"Then Jump Into your hat and coat consideration.
Df the attnek and robbery. Quoin's In"But what what does It mean?"
a minute ! I wonder would arately made up for each person and
Half
and
"You wouldn't understand. It's some- tervention and recovery of the puzzle you mind running another errand for must bear an address legibly written
and firmly affixed. This address must
thing secret, a code signal to me to 1 box.
me?"
She watched him as closely. Was
contain the surname and the Christian
wasn't expecting It In the box "
"Of course not."
That thought he left unfinished, he merely acting again? AVhnt was
only a few blocks out of your name and the number of the Identity
"It's
really working In the mind behind way, and won't delay you longer than card.
mumbling something Indistinguishable.
But his eyes flashed toward his daugh- those Inscrutable eyes?
to deliver a note and get an answer.'
(Lille, April, 1916.)
"That's all I know," she concluded. I'll write the note now two Unes will
ter's face, then were quickly averted.
ccn't
got
Belgian Address to French President
Into the box I
"In the box with the necklace, you "How the card
do.'
Raymond
Polncare,
say unless this man Smith put It
mean? Lydla prompted evenly.
TU hurry," Lydla promised, dashing "To Monsieur
President of the French Republic,
He wouldn't reply directly. "Gave there when he replaced the necklace at off Into her bedchamber.
Paris.
I presume a
me devil of a shock !" After a moment Mr. Quoin's direction.
When she returned, ready for the
"Sir: We have the honor to ex
of silence he cried out in accents of ex- card sharper would have sleight of street, Craven was folding down the
again our most sincere grntl
press
asperation, "But bow In the name of hand enough to do that undetected."
flap of an envelope blank save for the
"It couldn't be worse," said Craven figures in Ink, "98." "I'm suppressing tude to you for your most kind recep
God did it ever get there V
a few days ago, of the deputaA knock checked Lydla's reply. With huskily, fingering the knave of dia the address," he said, smiling mysteri- tion,
which went with feelings of legit
a start Craven pulled himself together monds.
ously, "because this Is official business, tion
you of the
He rose, moved unsteadily to the That, however. Is the number of the imate emotion to Inform
and rose.
deportation of lads and girls, which
"Mustn't let the waiter see me like center table, and helped himself to the bouse; the street you'll have to carry
the German authorities have Just car
remainder of the brandy.
this. Ton let him In will you?"
In your memory. East eeventy-sixtYou should have told me first also the name, Mrs. Ellsworthy, one of ried out In the Invaded districts.
He managed a slow but unwavering
"We have collected some details on
return to his room. When he was out thing," be mumbled.
our most valued agents. Hand this to
from the lips of an honor"If you hadn't misled me, I shouldn't her personally, and ask for an answer, the subject
of sight Lydla turned to the door, adable and trustworthy person, who sucmitting the waiter with his heavy tray, have hesitated an Instant, father; but ril loin you at Betty's about eleven-- ceeded
In leaving Tourcoing about ten
signed for the meal, and tipped and dis- I was silly enough It seems to hope thirty; earlier if possible.
Now the
that by saying nothing I might ward Margrave but every chauffeur In the
missed the man.
off danger from you."
town knows where that Is."
AMPLE PROOF OF ATROCITIES
"Yes," be agreed simply, "It would
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
CHAPTER XII.
have been better If I'd told you the
Committee Appointed by the Belgian
Holland's Great Dikes.
The door had barely closed when truth. But then, of course, you
Government Collected Facts as
One of the great d;ites of Holland
Craven returned, now at least outward- wouldn't have consented to bring the
to German War Practices.
up
In
the
40
they
long,
Is
starting far
miles
ly quite jtmsilf again. He brought stuff In. And bow was I to know
conriver,
country,
and
Yssel
did
How
near
closely?
me
so
the
with him the puzzle box, still open, the were watching
In the hope of arousing the symtinuing across the Hook of Holland to pathy and securing the aid of the neunecklace exposed on Its lied of cotton they guess I'd "
the sea. It was built In sections, and
"They-- r
wool.
tral nations, the Belgian government
He gave her sullen glance. "Smith for seven centuries has held back the appointed a committee to ascertain
"You saw this In there Just now, of
low-lyin- g
Is
fields. It
Gordon's the waters from the
course. I wonder," he mused, with a and Colonel Gordon.
the facts about German war practices.
hint of remoran, "what you must have other crook's name If Quoin forgot to 40 feet broad at the base, 35 feet broad The evidence collected by the Belgian
from
top,
you
height
I
at
varies
Its
Why
the
and
didn't
It
teU jon. Curse
thought?"
commissioners Is detailed and explicit
26 to 85 feet.
"I thought," the told him stoutly, tell me this first!"
and their reports give names, places,
I still think: That you owe me
an explanation."
"That's so ; but first I'd like to get at
this Blatter of the card "
Interrupted, a
"Father," Lydla
heightened color glowing In her cheeks,
111?"
feeling
you
still
"are
He questioned her with a look of surprise. "No," he said slowly. "I'm all
right now I presume. Why?"
"Then I think I must Insist on your
You forget how you've
explanation.
treated me how you've deceived me,
accessory
to a mean crime,
made me an
how you've hurt me. shamed me "
Checking her with a gesture and a
word eloquent of deep pain, "Please I"
he sighed desolately, dropped Into a
chair, and drew a hand weurlly across
his face. "Perhaps you're right ; and I
feel I owe you an apology even more
Well, the fact Is,
than an explanation.
I couldn't resist Betty. She was determined to smuggle, and she won me
over; and, sure tney a eaten ner n anything was attempted In the usual way,
I hit on the scheme of using you without your knowledge. Being an alien,
you were too facile a convenience to
be resisted. God forgive me I lied to
my girl!"
"But why need you have kept It up?
Only a little while ago you were telling
me how easily a thief might have secured the counterfeit "
"That wasn't altogether fancy, you
know," he Insisted as if a substratum
of truth could mend the breach be
tween them! "Betty herself used the
counterfeit to fool the Inspectors."
He bent forward and picked up the
knave of diamonds, frowning thoughtfully.
"Is that al! you have to say to me?"
the girl persisted.
What more can I say?" he expostu
lated, aggrieved. "I'm sorry. I deeply
regret having deceived you. I apologize! What more do you want?"
Lydla gave a gesture of despair.
"Nothing, I suppose unless you will
answer me one question honestly. Are
you or are you not In the English se-

"wht
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"BARBAROUS

AS

SLAVE DRIVERS"

days ago; we think It our duty to
bring these details to your notice Dy
reproducing textually the declarations
which have been made to us:
" 'These deportations began towards
Easter. The Germans announced that
the Inhabitants of Roubaix, Tourcoing,
Lille, etc., were going to be transported Into French districts where their
provisioning would be easier.'
" 'At night, nt about two o'clock in
the morning, a whole district of the
town was Invested by the troops of occupation. To each house was distrib
uted a printed notice, of which we give
herein an exact reproduction, preserving the style and spelling.' (See document, above.)
" 'The Inhabitants so warned were to
hold themselves ready to depart an
hour and a half after the distribution
of the proclamation.'
" 'Each family, drawn up outside the
house, was examined by an officer, who
pointed out haphuzard the persons who
were to go. No words can express tne
barbarity of this proceeding nor describe the heartrending scenes which
occurred; young men and girls took
hasty farewell of their parents a farewell hurried by the German soldiers
who were executing the infamous task
rejoined the group of those who were
going, and found themselves In the
middle of the street, surrounded by
other soldiers with fixed bayonets.'
"'Tears of despair on the part of
parents and children so ruthlessly
separated did not soften the hearts of
the brutal Germans. Sometimes, how
d
officer yieldever, a more
ed to too great despair and did not
choose all the persons whom he should
by the terms of his Instructions
have separated.'
Herded Like Cattle.
" 'These girls and lads were taken
In street cars to factories, where they
were numbered and labeled like cattle
and grouped to form convoys. In these
factories, they remained 12, 24 or do
hours until a trnln was ready to re
move them.'
The deportation began with the
villages of Boncy, Halluin, etc., then
Tourcoing and Roubaix. In the towns
the Germans proceeded by districts.
" 'In all about 30,000 persons are said
to have been carried off up to the present. This monstrous operation has
taken eight to ten days to accomplish.
" 'The reason given by the German
authorities Is a humanitarian (?) one.
They have put forward the following
pretexts: provisioning Is going to
break down in the large towns In the
north and their suburbs, whereas in
the Ardennes the feeding is easy and
cheap.'
" 'It Is known from the young men
and girls, since sent back to their
families for reasons of health, that In
the department of the Ardennes the
victims are lodged In a terrible manner. In disgraceful promiscuity; they
are compelled to work In the fields. It
Is. unnecessary to say that the Inhabitants of our towns are not trained to
such work. The Germans pay them
1.50 m. But there are complaints of
Insufficient food.'
"Barbarity of Slave Drivers."
" They were very badly received in
The Germans bad told
the Ardennes.
the Ardennals that these were "volunteers" who were coming to work, and
the Ardennals proceeded to receive
them with many Insults, which only
ceased when the forcible deportation
of which they were the victims became
known,
" 'Feeling ran especially high In our
Never has so Iniquitous a
towns.
measure been carried out The Ger
mans have shown all the barbarity of
slave drivers.
"The families so scattered are In
despair and the morale of the whole
population Is gravely affected. Boys
of fourteen, schoolboys in knicker
bockers, young girls of fifteen to six-te- n
have been carried off, and the despairing protests of their parents failed
,
to touch the hearts of the German
or rather executioners.'
"One last detail : 'The persons so
Reported are allowed to write home
once a month ; that Is to say, even less
often than military prisoners.'
"We do not wish here to enter Into
the question of provisioning In the invaded districts; others, better quali
fied than ourselves, give you, as we
know, frequent Information.
It Is
enough for us to describe in a few
words the situation from this aspect:
Entire Population in Misery.
"The provisioning Is very difficult;
food, apart from that supplied by the
Spanish-America- n
committee, Is very
scarce and terribly dear. . . . People
provisioning Is Inand
hungry
the
are
adequate by at least a half ; our popu
lation Is suffering constant privations
and Is growing noticeably weaker. The
death rate, too, has increased consid-

LATE

MARKET
QUOTATIONS
Western New.paper Union News Service.
DENVlCIt MARKETS.
11.0

Grass steers, good to choice 10.8. 25
Grass.....steers, fair to good.. 7. 60
60
..I f
nnlma
". - 60
LOWS, grassers, guuu v
60

10.00
8.(0
8.40
7.85
6.40
10.15
7.00
10.26

TJ

Cornil, canneis and cutters 6. 00
00
Veal calves
76
Bulls
00
reeders, good to cnoice ... S.008.79
to
'eeders, fair
8.00
reeuers, common to itm . ,00
8.60
tockera, good to cnoice . . i 76
7.(0
'tockers, fair to good .... 60
Hues.
16.0016.40
rood hog

..Sb".'.'.

;eedeSr .ami,." V." ! . . . .

14.7515.50

"JogiS:,!

sTV::::;:::::::::u:!iSI!i
HAY AND (ÍI1A1H MARKET.

F.

O.

B. Denver. Carload Price.)

upland, per ton
Nebr. upland, per ton
CoVo".
Sí áKrT.
Colo,

S,

I j".
'

!V fe. P ton ...... .
uuiimson valley, per iuu...-------- : 00
Straw, per ton
Grain.
Oats, Nebr., 100 lbs., buying
uaia, uum, uujr
Corn chop, sack, selling
corn in sack, selling
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs., selling. .1.1

,",.,,.

Hungarian

Klottr.

.4.85

patent

DRESSED POULTRY.
Less 10 per cent commission.
2
Bprlngs
l
'Aurkeya, fancy d. p
2
24
Turkeys, old tome
2
Turkey., choice
gf20
18
Hen., fancy
23,
20
Ducks, young
20
18
Uee.e ..
11
wl
Roosters
I.le Poultry.
(Price, net F.O.B. Denver.) 22
Spring.
1
Hen., fancy, lb
"
xtoosiers, io
28
over
Turkey., 10 lb.,
or
....24
23
10
Ducks, youna- 1
Gee.

Kn.

Eggs, graded No. 1 net, F.
.61
O. B. Denver
Eggs, graded No. 2 net, F.
.J6
O. B. Denver
.
inllC
rnlinl
case., less commission. . .id.uuwit.vv
Duller.
60
Creameries, ex. 1st grd., lb.. 49
Creameries, 2nd grade, lb...
43
41
Process
81
30
Packing stock (net)
Vrnlt.
Apples, Colo., new fancy, box.l.001.76
1.762.00
Pears, Colo.
Veaecalilea.
12.0014.00
Beans, Navy, cwt
7.008.00
Beans, pinto, cwt
16
.18
Beans, Lima, lb
1.61)01.76
Beets, Colo., cwt
1.762.00
Cabbage, Colo
1.60
1.25
Carrots, cwt
12Viffl.lS
Cauliflower, lb
351.00
Celery, Pascal, Colo., dos.
46
.78
Celery
.un
unions, tame, aoz.
1.602.00
Pntntneii. cwt
Tomatoes, H. H., lb
1012tt
1.60 1.76
Turnips, Colo., cwt
HIDES AND PELTS.
Dry Hides.
0
Flint butcher, lb
28
Flint fallen, lb stag, lb
17
Flint bull and glue,
16
lb
Flint culls andzc
to ac id. íes..
bait hides,
Horse bides 12 to 23 price of green
salted.
Green Saltea Cored Hides. etc.
10
11
Over 40 lbs., lb
11
Under 40 lb.., ID
is
0
Bull and .tag
08
Glue hides and skins
cureo,
part
lc less.
Green 2c less than cured.
rulff and Kin. Green Salted.
Calfskin, lb
202J
tLiu, io
ll(Jlo
Each.
1.001.2K
Deacons
26
.60
Slunks
.13
Branded
6. 00
6.00
Horse, No. 1
4.005.00
Horse. No. 2
pony
2.008.&0
Glue and
10
.76
Colt
Green Suited Pelts.
Each.
21.00 Si 2.00
Lamb and sheen
60
.75
Spring. lamb.
.iviui .on

bneai-iui-

Dry Flint Pelt..
Wool pelts
3840
Short wool pelts
3638
o. x
ze
ttuicner sneariinga,
10
No. 2 murían shearling.
Bucks, saddle, and pieces ftt value.
MISCELLANEOUS

MARKETS.

Price, for Metala.
so

Vic.
Bar stiver,
Copper. $23.17 H.
,
Lead, 16.60 7.00.
Spelter, 7.62
concentrates,
Tungsten
per unit.
sze.uu.
Boulder. Tungsten concentrates, 60
per cent, $20.0022.50 per unit. Crude
ores, 60 per cent, $20.0025.0O; 25 per
eent, 12.0012.60; 10 per cent, 29.40
12.20 per unit.

Calcaa--

Chicago.

Grain and Provision Price.
Corn No. 4 yellow, $1.66 0

erably.
Oats No. I white, 1I1Kc:
"With all confidence in the sympathy ard,Rye82c No. t,
nominal.
of the government we venture to ad
Barley $1.88 01.58.
Timothy $5.000 7.60.
dress a new and pressing appeal to

stand-

Clover $21.00 27.00.
h
your generous kindness and
Pork Nominal.
ing Influence In the name of those who
Lard $24.42.
Ribs $23.60 24.25.
are suffering on behalf of the whole
country.
Grain and Floor Prices nt Minn en polls.
"Paris, 15th June, 1916, 3, rue Talt- Minneapolis, Minn.
StandFlour
ard, In carload lots, quoted at $9.75 In
bout."
cotton sacks.
(Signed on behalf of various speci
Barley $l.Sl1.67.
Bye $1.841.85.
fied organizations by Toulenionde,
Bran $32.60.
Charles Droulers, Leon Hatlne-DazlCorn No. yellow, $1.651.S.
Oats No. 3 white, 78V479Vo.
and Louis Lorthlols.)

Flax

and dates. The following Is a sum
mary of the charges made:
"That thousands of unoffending civi
lians. Including women and children.
were murdered by the Germans.
"That women had been outraged.
"That the custom of the German soldiers Immediately on entering a town
was to break Into wineshops and the
cellars of private houses and madden
themselves with drink.
'That pillage had been accompanied
by wanton destruction and by bestial
and sacrilegious practices."

.56KS.69,tt.

Chlcaso Live Stock Quotation.
Chicago. Hogs Bulk. $16.10 II 15;
light, $15.70 16.40; mixed, $16.80
16.60; heavy, $16. Soil 16.60; rough, $15.80
16.95; pigs. $12.40 15.26.
Cattle Native steer., $8.101J.76;
atockers and feeders, $6.80 10.76; cow
and heifer, $6.7511.76; calve, $8.76
16.00.
Sheep Wether., $9.701$.I5; ewes,
$9.0011.6i; lambs, $14.0017.80.
Bntter, Egts
Ponltry.
Chicago. Butter, and
19 O
Creamery,
Eggs
First, 685o; ordinary
5467Vkc; at mark, ease Includfirsts.
ed, 6458c; refrigerator firsts,
not
quoted: refrigerator extras, 41 U O 44c
Poultry Fowls, i0sivo; spring.

ESTANCIA

NEWS-HERAL-

which has hitherto known no relenting
Stand Together Until the Kui,
and no pity.
"In regnrd to these essential rectifl-catluPower Apparently Is Shattered,
of wrong and assertions of
we feel ourselves to be intimate
"Their power apparently Is shattered right
partners of all the governments
and
and yet their soul is not subservient. peoples
associated together against
They will not yield either in principle me
We cannot be sepaiinperiaiiHLs.
or in action. The conception of what
in
or
interest
divided in purpose.
is right, of what it Is humane and rated
This price Will Hold For Some
together until the end.
honorable for them to accept, has been We standsuch
arrangements and covestated with a frankness, a lurgeness of nants we
Years.
.
willing
are
to rtght and tu
view, a generosity of spirit and a unito fight untl'. they are
.untlnue
versal human sympathy which must achieved;
AMERICA'S challenge
OUTLINE8
but only becajse we wish
A well advised commercial authority WILSON
the admiration
of every the right to
prevail and desire a Just
friend of mankind; and they have re- and Htuble peace
gives It as his opinion, "as a slow,
PEACE TERM 8
NATION TO
such as can be sefused to compound their Ideals or deonly by removing the chief provdescent may be counted on In the
sert others that they themselves may cured
FIGHT TILL WORLD 8AFE.
ocations to war, which this program
be
safe.
war
ends
prices for grain when the
remove.
"They call to us to say whether it Is does
"We have no Jealousy of German
it may take several years to restore
that we desire, In what, if In anything greatness
there is nothing in this
our purpose and our spirit differ from program and Impairs
the world's stock of foodstuffs to nor-niit.
We grudge
that
theirs; and I believe that the people
no achievement or distinction
of
there Is good ground for confi- LEAGUE TO BANISH WAR of the United States would wish me to tier
.earning or of pacific enterprise such
respond with utter simplicity
aw as
dence In the outlook for rapid develhave
made
very
her
record
bright
presen:
frankness.
Whether
their
very
and
enviable.
opment in agriculture."
leaders believe It or not, It is out
We do not wish to injure her or
desire and hope that some
heartfelt
If this be correct, It follows that
way may be opened whereby we may block in any way her legitimate inor
fluence
the profession of farming will matePRESIDENT LAYS DOWN SPECI tie privileged to aaslst the people of fight her power. We do not wish to
either with arnm or with
Russia to attain their utmost hope of hostile arrangements
rially Increase Its ranks In the next
of trade, if
liliFIC CONDITIONS THAT MUST BE
Hnd ordered peace.
is willing to associate herself with she
few years.
us
"It will be our wish and purpose and
the
other
nations of
MET
processes
peace,
BEFORE WAR CAN END.
when they the world in peace-lovin- g
that the
of
Today, the price of wheat Is set by
covenants
of Justice and
begun,
are
be absolutely open and law
shall
and fair dealing.
the United States government at $2.20
that they shall involve and permit
We wish her only to accept a place
henceforth no Becret understandlngH
per bushel, and In Canada the price
equality among the peoples of the
of any kind. The day of conquest and of
world
has been set at $2.21. This, of course, Weatern Newspaper Union Newi Service.
aggrandizement ts gone by; so is also now livethe new world In which we
Instead of a place of masemerea tery.
ts less freight and handling charges
Washington, Jan. 8. President Wil- me aay oi secret covenants
in the interest or particular g
which brings the average to the farmson yesterday, addressing Congress into
do we presume to suggest to
ernments and likely at some unlook ed- - herNeither
any
or modification of
alteration
peace
of the her Institutions.
ers at about $2.00 per bushel. This delivered a restatement of war alms for moment to upset the
Hut It Is necessary,
world.
price will pay so long as land, matemust frankly say, and necessary as
la agreement with the recent declara"It Is this happy fact, now clear to awepreliminary
intelligent dealthe view of every public man whose ings with her toonany
rial and labor can be secured at rea- tion by the British premier, David thoughts
part, that we
do not still linger In an atfe should know whomour her
sonable prices.
It remains for the Lloyd George. The President present- that is dead
spokesmen
and gone, which makes It speak for when they Bpeak
to us,
would-b- e
producer to ascertain where ed a definite program for world peace possible for every nation whose pur-pus- whether for the Reichstag majority
or
are consistent with justice and for the military party and
he can secare these nt prices thut will containing fourteen specific considera- the peace
the men
now
or
of the world to avow
Is
imperial
whose
creed
domination.
at any other time the objects it has in
make the production of grain profittions.
Heady to Put Strength to Test.
view.
able. He will estimate what price he
"We have spoken now, surely, tn
Text of President's Address.
Demands That World Be Safe.
can afford to pay for land that will give
terms
too concrete to admit of any
violaThe President spoke as follows:
"We entered this war because
doubt or question. An evident
him a yield of wheat which when sold "Gentlemen
oí the Congress:
tions of right had occurred which further
principle runs through the whole
pro"Once more, as repeatedly
before, touched us to the quick and made the gram I have
at $2.00 per bushel, will return him a
outlined. It is the prinunown
our
spokesmen
life
impossible
the
of
people
empires
the
of
central
ciple
of
to all peoples and najustice
Local and social condifair profit.
they
were
less
have indicated their desire to ti incusa
corrected and the world tionalities and their right to live on
tions will also enter into the considerathe objects of the war and the possible secured once for all against their re- equal
terms of liberty and ftfety with
What we demand In this
of a general peace. Parleys have currence.
another, whether the be strong
tion. Finding what he wants he would ba&ls
war, therefore. Is nothing peculiar to one
bek
been In progress at
or weak.
Unless this principle be
Is
be wise to make his purchase now. tween Russian
be
ourselves.
world
It
representatives and
that the
made Its foundation no part of the
representatives of the central powers made fit and safe to live In; and par- structure
Land prices In same portions of the to
of international Justice can
It be made safe for every stand.
that
which the attention of all the bel- ticularly
country are low, certainly as low as ligerents has been invited for the pur- peace-lovin- g
nation which, like our
"The people of the United States
of ascertaining whether It may own, wishes to live its own life, deter- could
they will ver be. City property and pose
act upon no other principle, and
be assured
be possible to extend these parleys into mine its own Institutions,
the vindication of this principle they
town property will fluctuate, but farm a general conference with regard to of justice and fair dealings by the to
are
to devote their lives, their
other peoples of the world as against honorready
property will hold Its own. The price terms of peace and settlement.
and everything that they pos"The Russian representatives pre- force and selfish aggression.
sess.
of grain Is as low as It will be for sented not only a perfectly definite
"All the peoples of the world are In
"The
climax of this, the culof the principles upon which effect partners in this Interest and for minatingmoral
some years.
Therefore It would be statement
and final war for human libthey
be willing to conclude our own part we see very clearly that erty has come,
and they are ready to
well to look about, and find what can peace, would
but also an equally definite pro- unless Justice be done to others it will put their
strength, their own highest
gram of the concrete application of not be done to us. The program of purpose, their
be done.
own Integrity and devothe world's peace, therefore, is our tion to the test."
principles.
those
There are doubtless many opportu"The representatives of the central program, and that program, the only
powers, on their part, presented an yuasiuie program, as we see 11, 18 tnis:
nities In the United States, especially
"1. Open covenants of Deace. oienlv FOUR ARRESTED IN NOLAN CASE.
of settlement which, If much
In the Western States, to purchase outline
of arrived at, after which there shall be
less definite, seemed susceptible
international understand
liberal interpretation until their spe- no private
good agricultural lands, that will proprogram of practical terms was ings or any kind but diplomacy shall District Attorney Says New Evidence
duce well, at reasonable prices. If the cific
added. That program proposed no con- proceed always irankiy and tn the pub
Connects Detective and Bartender
lie
view.
would-b- e
of
buyer has the time to Inves- cessions at all either to sovereignty
With Theft
or the preferences of the popu"2. Absolute freedom of navigation
tigate, and that Is needed, for these Russia
lation with those whose fortunes it upon the seas, outside territorial walands do not exist In any considerable
dealt but meant in a word that the ters, alike in Deace and In war. pvnont 'Denver. New evidence, which, acempires were to keep every as the seas may be closed In whole or cording to District Attorney Samuel
area, he would be well repaid. Not central
foot of territory their armed forces in part oy
action for the W. Johnson of Adams county connects
only will bis land certainly Increase In had occupied every province, every eniorcement international
or international covenants.
City Detective Frank H. Mulligan a'nd
every
city,
point of vantage as a per"3. The removal, so far hr nnnnlhlA
value the unearned Increment would manent addition
to their territories of economic barriers and the establirth-men- t John Evans, bartender of the Model
be an asset while under cultivation he and their power.
of an eaualltv of trnrtn nnndl- "It is a reasonable conjecture that tions among all the nations consenting roadhouse, closely with the robbery of
can find nothing that will give better
io tne peace ana associating
general principles of settlement
them Mrs. Irene Nolan on the morning of
results. He will at the same time be the
for Its maintenance.
which they at first suggested, origi- selves
"4. Adequate guarantees
given and Jan. 2, was obtained by the district
performing a patriotic act, a needful
nated with the more liberal statesmen
taken
national
that
armaments
be attorney
Germany
will
who
and Austria, the men
and Sheriff George
E.
act, one that would meet with the food of
have begun to feel the force of their reduced to the lowest point consistent Rucker.
controller's plea to Increase agricul- own people's thought and purpose, wtiii uuiiieaiiu aaiexy.
setwnne
or
concrece
Mulligan
tne
terms
was
by
actual
arrested
Sheriff
Adjustment of Colonial Claims.
tural production and assist In reducing tlement came from the military leaders
"6. A free,
d
and abso Rucker and furnished bond in the sum
the deficit of 75 million bushels of who have no thought but to keep lutely
Impartial adjustment of all colo of $1,000.
what they have got. The negotiations
wheat reported by the controller.
nave Deen oroKen orr. xne Russian mai claims, based upon a strict ob
John and Sidney Evans were arrestor tne principle that in deterIn addition to the vacant lands In representatives were sincere and In servance
r r.
They cannot entertain such mining all Such miAsrlnnn nt
the United States which should be earnest.
erelgnty the interests of the popula- ed at the Model roadhouse by Sheriff
proposals or conauest and dominion.
tions concerned
brought nnder cultivation,
must have equal Rucker and taken to Brighton, where
Western
"The whole incident la full of ule-- weight
with the equitable claims of they were locked up, pending the
Canada offers today the greatest area ntflcance. It Is also full of perplexity.
whom are the Russian represen- the government whose title ts to be
With
of a bond of $1,000 each.
required,
of Just the land that Is
and tatives dealing? For whom are the ueierminea.
"6. The evacuation
of all Russian
Jacob
Fineberg
representatives of the central empires territory
was
arrested,
at low prices prices that cannot last speaking?
a
and
such
settlement
of
all
they
speakingAre
for the Questions affectlnar Ruaain a will
. charged with robbery in connection
long. Even now land prices are inmajorities of their respective parliacure
the best and freest cooperation of with the loss of the Nolan diamonds.
ments or for the minority parties, that
creasing, as their value Is dally becomme wnier nations or tne world in ot' He gave
military ana imperialistic
minority tainlng
bond and was released.
ing more apparent, and their location
for her an unhampered and un.
which has so far dominated
their embarrassed
opportunity for the indeMrs. Nolan left Denver to
whole policy and controlled the affairs pendent
desirable.
of her own husband in Salt Lake City. Join her
Turkey and of the Balkan states political determination
As to the Intrinsic value of land of
Father
and national polwhich have felt obliged to become icy and development
assure her of a sincere wel- uarret J. Burke, her escort who was
in Western Canada, hundreds of con- tneir associates in tnis war?
come
the society of free nations deposed
"The Russian representatives have unaer into
crete cases could be cited, which go
from
his
parish,
is
believed
to
or
own
Her
choosinstitutions
very justly, very wisely and ing; and,
more than a welcome, as- be in Chicago at the home of a friend
to prove that at fifty and sixty dollars Insisted,
In the true spirit of democracy that sistance
every
also
of
kind
she
that
per acre figures that have recently the conferences they have been hold
may need and may herself desire. The ly priest.
ing witn tne Teutonic and Turkish treatment
Russia by her sisbeen paid for Improved farms the statesmen
should be held within o Den. ter nations accorded
In the months to come will
crops grown on them gave a profit of not closed doors, and all the world has be
the
acid
test
good will, of Argentine Arranges Credit in America
of
their
Deen audience as was desired.
To their comprehension of her needs
as
from twenty to thirty per cent and whom
Washington. - Argentine has ar
have we been listening, then? distinguished from their
own
interests ranged for a credit
even higher, on such an Investment To those who speak the spirit and In- and of their intelligent and unselfish
in favor of the
Gertention
of
the
resolutions
of
the
One Instance, Is that of a young EngUnited States of $40.000,000. It is un
man Reichstag- of the 9th of July last, sympathy.
"7. Belgium, the whole world will
lishman, unaccustomed to farming be- the spirit and Intention of the liberal agree,
derstood
that
similar
arrangements
be evacuated and restored
and parties of Germany, or to without must
fore he took his sent on the sulky leaders
attempt to limit the sov- will be made in favor of other allied
spirit ereignty any
those who resist and defy
which
enjoys
In
she
common
plow with which he does most of his and intention and insist uponthat
conquest
merchants and that the sum provided
all other free nations. No
subjugation?
Or are we listening with
work, after allowing himself $1,000 for and
single act will serve as this will other
serve in the agreement can later be extend
In fact to both
and In to
restore confidence among the na- ed. On the present volume
his own wages last year, made a profit open and hopeless unreconciled
contradiction?
of trade
tions in the laws which they have
"These are very serious and preg- themselves
of $2,200 on a $20,000 investment.
His nant
and determined for the with Argentina this arrangement
questions.
Upon
answer to government set
of their relation with nn
total sales amounted to $5,700 and his them depends the peace the
of the world. another.
will
save
to
the
merchants of the
Without this healing act. the
"But whatever the results of the
expense, which included the $1,000
a
at Brest LI rovsk, whatever the wnuie structure ana vaiitmy or inter- United States almost $50,000,000
wages for himself, was $3,500. The parleys
year in exchange. The value of the
confusions of counsel and of purpose national law is forever impaired.
In the utterances of the spokesmen of
Alsace-Lorrai- ne
Interest was 11 per cent.
Must
Be
Settled.
dollar has fallen to 93 cents In Buenos
central empires, they have again
"8. All French territory should be
To the' man who does not care to the
attempted to acquaint the world with freed
value of $1.07.
and the Invaded nnrtinna re Aires from a pre-wa- r
buy or who has not the means to pur- their objects In the war and have stored
wrong
the
and
to
done
challenged their adversaries to bv Prussia in 1871 in the matFrance
tow nt
chase, but possesses wealth in his own again
say what their objects are and what Alsace-LorrainHindenburg-Ludendorff
which has unsettled
to Quit.
sort of settlement they would deem the peace of the world
hardihood, his muscle, and determinafor nearly
London, Jan. 9. It is reported that
years, should be righted. In order fifty
tion, there are the thousands of free Just and satisfactory.
that
peace
may
once
more be made secure General von Ludendorff, as leader of
Lloyd Georare, Praised for Catador.
homesteads of which he may have the
Interest of all.
"There Is no good reason why that in the
9. A readjustment
pick on paying an entry fee of ten challenge
of the frnntlrn the militant group in Germany, has
should not be responded to of Italy
be
should
effected along clear threatened the resignation of himself
dollars.
These are high class lands with the utmost candor. We did not ly
or nationality.
mies
letujjiiiauuie
once,
Not
wait
for
it.
again
but
and
and Field Marshal von HIndenburg If
farming.
of
Austria-Hungarkinds
y
to
all
"10. The peoptes of
and adapted
again we have laid our whole thought wnuse
among tne nations we rurther countenance is given to men
Send to your nearest Canadian Govand purpose before the world, not in wian to piace
nsnitr-Ar- .
see
unrl
saieiruarnerl
of the type of Dr. von Kuehlmann
ernment Agent for literature, descrip- general terms only, but each time with should be accorded the freest opportu
sufficient definition to make It clear
and Count Czerln, the German
ui auiunumouH Development.
tive of the splendid opportunities that what sort of definitive Hrms of set- nity
and
"11.
Rumania,
Montenegro
Serand
necessarily
must
tlement
ijprlng out of bia should be evacuated: nnpunlurt ter Austrian foreign ministers.
are still open In Western Canada. Adv. them.
Neutral
ritories restored: Serbia accorded free observers declare that the gap be
"Within the last week Lloyd George and secure access to
sea;
the
the German parties caused y
Moral Lesson for Mother.
has spoken with admirable candor and relations of the severalthe Balkanand
states tweenpeace
in admirable spirit lor the people and to one another determined hv friemiiv
the
negotiations :with Russia
"Mamma," said Willie the other day, government
Is
Great
of
There
Britain.
i tuuiiK
nisioricaiiy
cumiar
established suddenly has become a chasm so wide
"did you tell Norah to say you were no confusion of counsel among the ad lines of allegiance and nationality,
and
no
ra.
we
versarles of the central
nt International
guarantees of the polit- that there is little hope of bridging it.
not In when Mrs. Jones called?"
uncertainty of principle, no vagueness ical and economic Independence
and
"Yes, dear."
or aetau.
territorial Integrity of the several Balsecrecy
only
"The
kan
of
counsel,
Pope Protests Hun Barbarisms.
to
do
the
states should be entered Into.
"Is It right
thatr
"12. The Turkish
oniy iacK oi tearless irankness. the
portions
Washington.
"It Is customary, Willie."
The Pope has sent
only failure to make a definite state present Ottoman empire should ofbe the
as"Well, mamma," said the boy after a ment of the objects of the war lies sured a secure sovereignty, but the autographed letters to the Emperors
Isother
Germany
nationalities
unwith
which are now
and her allies. The
thoughtful pause, "how would you like sues
of life and death hang upon these der Turkish rule should be assured an of Germany and Austria insisting on
It If God should tell St. Teter to soy definitions.
undoubted security of life and an ab- the cessation of massacres of defense
solutely
"No
statesman
opportunity of auwho
least
has
unmolested
the
go
to
you
heaven?" conception
that to you when
of his responsibility ought tonomous development, and the Dar- less women and children and protestfor a moment to permit himself to danelles should be permanently opened ing against the destruction
of art
as a free passage to the ships and treasures in air raids over
Be happy. Use Red Cross B(r Blue; continue this tragical and appalling
Padua, acof blood and treasure un- commerce of all nations under Intermuch better than liquid blue. Delights outpouring
guarantees.
beyond
cording
ts
peradventurp
sure
to
dispatches
less
he
national
official
d
a
recel-the laundress. All grocers. Adv.
independent
"13. An
sacrifice
that the objects of the vital
Polish state
are part and parcel of the very life of should be erected which should Include from Rome.
society and that the people for whom the territories Inhabited bv IndisputaInner Requirements.
he speaks think them right and Im- bly Polish populations, which should
Wyoming Has 18,000 Cars,
"Mister, huve yer got any ol duds perative as he does.
he assured a free and secure arreos to
Cheyenne.
The rate at which auto"There Is. moreover, a voice ralllntr the sea and whose political and ecoyer don't wtmt?"
Independence
principle
innomic
for
these
definitions
and
and
of
territorial
mobile
licenses are being issued by the
"No j but I've an old automobile you of purpose which is. It seems to me tegrity should he guaranteed by inter
Wyoming
secretary
of state Indicates
thrilling
compelling
covenant.
more
more
national
and
may have."
any of the many moving votcos
"14. A general Association of nathat before the end of the present year
"Tanks, but I got ernough trouble than
with which the troubled air of the tions must be formed under specific there will
be 18,000 automobiles In this
world Is filled. It Is the voice of the covenants for the purnose of nffor'n
supplyln' me own innards widout beg-glRussian people. They are prostrate mutual guarantees of political Inde- state. This will be one machine for
gasoline from door to door."
and all but helpless, It would seem, pendence and territorial Integrity to each eleven inhabitants.
Boston Transcript.
before the grim power of Germany, great and small states alike.
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JUSTICE
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Some people are saddest when they
Ing and there's a reason why.

Montrose Doctor Dies Answering Call.
Montrose. Dr. J. Q. Allen, 63, cor
oner of Montrose county, a Western
It's love that makes the postman go slope pioneer of twenty-fiv- e
years,
around with a lot of silly letters.
was found dead at the wheel of his
auto sixteen miles east of here on
Granulated Eyelids, Cerro Summit hill. In a heavy blls-iarInflamed by
XviMuSSofvEyc Eyes
he was answering a quick call
nd Win Quickly
M
K7
The wife and three
fORjfQy
Af relieved by Murine. Try it in to Cimarron.
Eyw-nJL
d la Bab Eye. daughters survive. There was no
C
TOUR tYUNSMrttM,itErC-fo- tt
warning of death and the doctor was
apparently In the best of health. A
ye
Is TahM tie.
special train was sent from here to
AikMariMKr!
j brine 1 the body.

imyPINE

fez5'

i
TrtJr

Mississippi Ratifies Dry Measure.
Jackson, Miss. Fifteen minutes after the subject was presented in Governor Bilbo's message to the State
Legislature, both houses ratified the
proposed prohibition amendment
to
the Federal Constitution.
The Mississippi Assembly is the first to act on
the proposed amendment

Railroads File Demurrage Charges.
Colorado railroads are complying
with the demand for new demurrage
schedules required by W. G. McAdoo,
director general of railroads. The
schedules are being filed through the
Colorado Public Utilities Commission.
Under the increased demurrage rates,
the first forty-eigh- t
hours will be without charge, tnen a charge of $3 for
Chicago. A call for a special na- the first day will be asked. Each
tional convention of the prohibition succeeding day $1 additional will be
Party In Chicago March 5 was Issued added until $10 a day Is reached, and
by Virgil G. Hinshaw, chairman.
then the charge will be $10 a day

RECiPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
To half pint of water add 1 oz. Bay
Rum, a small box of Barbo Compound,
and 4 oz. of glycerine. Any druggint can
put this up or you can mix it at home at
very little cost. Full directions for malting and use come in each box of liar bo
Compound.
It will gradually darken
streaked, faded gray hair, and make it soft
end glossy. It will not color the scalp, is not
sticky or greasy, and does not rub oü. Adv.

W Cash and

Your Health

Homicidal Language on Rifle Range.
Oflicer
"Huve you anyone else to
Hergeunt "No, HÍr.
shoot, sergeant?"
I'll shoot myself now." Exchange.
Sloth makes oil things difllcult, but
industry all easy.

Er

CASCARA

QUININE

Tbs itatulard cold cure for 20
real la tablet form
fe, sure, no opiates
pwee cold in 34 hour grip in S

""inuacKiiitiaiis. Getths
Semitas boi with Red top sod
Us.
Hill's picture on ft.
.eat, gives
more- tavea money.
HÍ
BDiwca i or atbe
At Any Drug Stor

ism

are what their mothers made

Men

them.

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

ALL MEN AT HOME SHOULD

HEALTHY

CHILDREN

PREPARE FOR WAR
The first test a man Is put thru for
either war or Ufe Insurance Is an examination of his water. This is most essential because the kidneys play a most important part In causing premature old age
and death. The more injurious the poisons passing thru the kidneys the sooner
comes decay so says Dr. Pierce of Surgical Institute, Buffalo, N. Y., who further
advises all people who are past thirty to
preserve the vitality of the kidneys and
free the blood from poisonous elements,
such as uric acid drink plenty of water-sw-eat
some dally and take Anurlc, double
strength, before meals.
This
is a late discovery of Dr.
Pierce and Is put up In tablet form, and
ran be obtained at almost any drug store
for 60 cents. For that backache, lumbago,
rheumatism, "rusty" joints, swollen feet
or hands, due to uric acid In the blood.
Antirtc quickly dissolves the uric acli).
Take a little Anurlc before meals and
prolong your life. Send 10 cents to Dr.
Pierce for trial package of Anuria

Soul

PlU-S-

mothers
certai
healthy
they'll

take Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription.

N o t h i p. g can
equal it in Duild-in- s
up a worn- -

- ...... I.
an'a
regulating and assintina
hx- all
nrwl
natural functions,
in nnftin
in
perfect order every part of the female
system.
It lessens the pains and burdens, supports and strengthens weak.
nursing mothers.
It's an invifroratinir. rMnpan m,'
All druggists sell the tablets for 60c.
Castor oil is good for children or adults,
and especially good for aged people. A
pleasant form of a vegetable laxative that
is to be had at any drug store, was invented by Dr. Pierce, who put together
e
(nodophyllin),
aloes,
jalap.
Auk at any drug store for "Pleasant Pellets," and they can be had for little money.
They contain no calomel and are of vegetable constituents, therefore harmless.
in

Your Liver Is the Best
Beauty Doctor

ÍCARTEFfcí

X

come from health)
mothers.
And
will
n)y be
if

A

f

dull, yellow, lifeless skin, or pimples and
eruptions, are twin brothers to constipation
Bile, nature's own laxative, is getting into your
blood instead of passing out of your system
as it should. This is the treatment, in successful use for 50 years
one pill daily
Price (more only when necessary).

IlVER
Dose-Sa- udi

Carter's Little Liver Pills
For Constipation
Genuine
bears
signature

Pallid, Pale,

Putty-Fac-

Puts Von

Rffht
Orer Night

People Need Carter's Iron Pills

ed

By the Court Calendar.
"Edgar?"
"Yes, mother."
"What nre you children doing?"
"Playing royalty. I am a knight oí
the Garter, and Edwin Is Saturday."
"That Is an odd name for royalty."
"Oh, It Is just a nickname on ac
count of his title."
"What is his title?"
"Night of the Bath." Toungstown
Telegram.

Comfort Baby", Skin
When red, rough and Itching with hot
baths of Cutlcura Soap and touches of
Cutlcura Ointment. This means sleep
for baby and rest for mother.
For
free samples address, "Cutlcura, Dept
X, Boston." At druggists and by mail.
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
Necessary.
"Riches have wlngs.''
"They need 'em to keep up with the
cost of living."
Ten smiles for a nickel. Always boy Red
Cross Bag Blue; have beautiful, clear
white clothes. Adv.

Lucrative.

'Tapa, why are they always digging

up New York?"
"Because there's money in it."

Life.

To Core a Cold Id One Day

rakeLAXATIVB BBOHOQnlnlne Tablets. It stops
the Cough snd Headache and works off tto. Gold.
H.W.UBUVa'8slsutaioaeaalilxix. toe

Nothing But Trouble.
"There is no occasion for you to
envy me," said the prosperous person.
"I have as many troubles as
you."
"I s'pose ye have, mister," admitted
Dismal Dawson, "but the difficulty
with me is that I ain't got anything
else."

Reached Limit of Endurance.
Provoked to an impatience that was
little less than monumentul because of
the ceaseless reports of unimportant
news of the enemy's doings, an English army officer recently could restrain himself no longer. "The enemy
Is continuing to fortify the coast, Bir,"
said the subaltern.
"I don't care If
they flftlfy it," roared the oflicer j "it'll
make no difference."

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured

by local application as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There lis
only one way to cure Catarrhal Deafness,
and that Is by a constitutional remedy.
HALL'S CATARRH
MEDICINE acte
through the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces
of the 8yatem. Catarrhal Deafness la
caused by an Inflamed condition of the
mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube.
When this sube la Inflamed you have a
rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when It Is entirely closed. Deafness la the
result. Unless the Inflammation can be reduced and this tube restored to lte normal condition, hearing may be deatroyed
Many casea of Deafness are
forever.
caused by Catarrh, which Is an Inflamed
condition of the Mucous Surfaces.
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for any

case of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot
oe
curea By
HALL'S CATARRH
MEDICINE.
All DruRclsts 15c. Circulars free.
F. J. Cheney
Co., Toledo, Ohio,
Unexpected Frankness.
Visitor "How many men are study
ing at Lehigh?" Host '18 "Oh! Not
half of them." Lehigh Burr.
With a man an effort must have Its

cause; with a woman it must have Its
because.

It doesn't pay to bunko a woman
whose only asset is a gift of gab.
Dr. Pierce's Pellets are best for liver.
bowels and stomach. One little Pellet
for sr laxative, three for a cathartic. Ad.
God helps

them

thut helps them

selves.
The man who compliments nine
women on their looks and oue on her
He that lives upon hope
cleverness makes only one mistake.
fasting.

w

traja

coming to farmers from the rich wheat fields of
W estera Canada. Where you can buy good farm land
at SIS to S30 oer acre and raise from 20 to AS huhl.
of $2 wheat to the acre it's easy to make money. Canada
offers in her provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta

160 Acre Homesteads

Free to Settlers

and other land at very low prices. Thousands of
farmers from the U. S. or their sons are yearly taking?
advantage of this great opportunity. Wonderful yields
aiso oí vais, tsariey ano r Lax. nixed Fanning is
fully as profitable an industry as grain raising. Good
scnoois; markets convenient; climate excellent.
write iot literature ana parttcalare ss to reduced
railway rates to aupt. unmigration, Ottawa,
Canada, or to
W. V. Bf NNCTT
Boom 4, Bee Bldg, Omaha. Neb.
Canadian Government Agent

will die
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PnblUbdverr Thursday
Owner.
J. A. CONSTANT.Editorand
matter January"
Kotred as second elansEstancia,
N. M., under
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1907, In
the Act

of Cftnuressof
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At the farmers' and stock-men- s'
DIRECTORY
PROFESSIONAL
big county meeting last
Torrance County Abstract Co. Saturday we, were fortunate to
have Mr. C. G. Kenyon of TyA. R. POOL, Manager
Oklahoma, to address us
rone,
N. MEX.
ESTANCIA.
plans of doing
on
Abas
an
experience
Fifteen yeara
stracter. See us before placing your business, as they were doing in
orders. Satisfaction guaranteed.
his town, and many other places.
their organDR. II. T. WICIIMAN He is a memberalso of president
of
and
ization
Physician and Surgeon
their bank. He has no interests
Office in rear of Estancia Savings Bank here, but by request of some of
Building
our best citizens who urged him,
ESTANCIA, N. M.
he explained this method of business. He explained the good
D. S. KING
they had accomplished, and not
County Serveyor
one of the four hundred organAgrimensor de Condado
Last year
izations had failed.
they saved the farmers of their
Mcintosh, N. M.
community $55,000.00,
which
said business was organized four
W. H. MASON
or five y eats, ago for $8,500.00,
and today their property, not inPhysician and Optician
cluding stock, is worth $15,000,00.
REFRACTING A SPECIALTY
Every man that listened to him I
Office
N.M.
believe is thoroughly convinced
North Bain St., Estancia,
and is willing to plunge into it
with all vim and power to do his
Amble
part.
Money, brains and energy can
Physician and. Surgeon
accomplish wonders and I beTreat wg
Office practice and consultation.
of Eyes and Fitting of masses a Specialty.
lieve we have all that is required
Office at Drug Store
MOUNTAIN AIR. N. M.
and it is one of my highest as
pirations and I believe of all oth
concerned to make this store
Chas. R. Easley er3
Chas. F. Eaaiey
the largest and best in Torrance
EASLEY & EASLEY
county.
We would like for
Attorneys at Law
every farmer and stockman to
Practice in the Courts and Land Dept. take stock in this
Land Grants and Titles Examined.
and I am sure if Mr. Kenyon
SANTA FE, N. M.
could have met every man and
talked to him personally and ex
plained this method of business
so thoroughly no one could
FRED H. AYERS
to join.
Attorney and Counselor at Law
We will meet Saturday, the
Office hours 8 :80 a m to 4 :80p m
19th, at two o'clock at the
ESTANCIA,
NEW MEXICO
So we
Swartz Land Co. office.
urgently request you to come
place your name on the honor
E. Ewlng1
DENTIST
list and become a working mem
NEW MEX.
ESTANCIA
ber at once. You do not have to
Sometimes out of town first of week be a syndicate or a millionaire to
but always in EBtancia office Fridays join.
Poor folks is what we all
andSaturdays. Office in Ayers building
are and this business is to your
W. DRAYTON WASSON
interest as well as your neigh

C.J.

C

bors.

Attorney at Law

The result of our meeting is as

Will practice in all Courts of New Mexico

their recent
sickness and death of infants.
May God's richest blessings be
The infants were
The following is a letter to his with each.
folks at 'Mcintosh from J. J. tended to rest by loving friends
Vanderford, who is at Camp in Mountainair cemetery Sunday
afternoon.
Kearney:
3amp Kearney, California.
If you don't want to bother
January 2, 1918.
sending, for your pvapers and
Dear Brother will answer
.
!
i il
your most kind and welcome let magazines, cune to mis omee
do it for you.
we'll
and
which came to hand the other
day.
I sure . was glad to hear
ARE Y01R SEWERS
C10GCED?
from you and glad to hear you
The bowels are the sewerage system
were all well. This leaves me of the body. You can well imagine
all O. K., and hope it will find the result when they are stopped up as
you all the same.
Well, you is the case in constipation. As a purga
tive you will find Chamberlain'B Tab'
wanted to know how I was get lets
They are mild and gen
excellent.
ting along. I am getting along tie in their action. They also improve
just as well as I could wish to. the digestion.
adv
I have plenty of clothes two
r,
uniforms, five suits of
Notice of Suit.
six pairs of socks, two State of New Mexico, County of Tor
pairs of gloves, two shirts, one ranee.
overcoat, two pairs of shoes, and In the District Court.
plenty of bedding.
In fact, I Lillie Waffensmith, Plaintiff,
vs.
have as much clothing as any
body needs. We get plenty to M. H. Lease, Defendant.
No. 789.
eat. We have all kinds of vege To M. H. Lease, Defendant:
tables, and have fresh meat for You are hereby notified that the
dinner and supper. We have above entitled cause, wherein Lillie Motor of Improved Design One Man Top
Tire Carrier at Rear of Body
bacon, hot cakes, coffee, oats or Waffensmith is the plaintiff, and you Demountable Rims
commenced
Oil Pump changed to Gear Type
Cooling by Water Pump
rice or corn flakes.
We sure are the defendant, has been
and is now pending in the District
Many new details which give strength and class
don't go hungry.
I guess this Court of Torrance County, State of
is one of the best fed companies New Mexico, the object of said cause
Unusual Record in Upkeep and Gasoline Economy
in the 40th division.
If I get being to remove the cloud upon plain
following
described
to
the
tiff's
title
this much every day I will never
and real estate1, situate, lying and
starve. I have never gone hun land
being in Torrance County, New Mexi
gry since I have been here. co, and more particularly described as
Delivered anywere in Torrrance County or Southern
Well, I don't know about Ward, follows:
Santa Fe County
NW,y and
The SW'4 NEU', S
but all of the boys in this com
Townot
(4),
Section
NE.y
Four
SWM
pany have plenty to eat and
ship Eight (8) North, of Range Eight
plenty of clothes.
(8) East, N. M. P, M., containing 160
I went to see Aunt Rose acres; which said cloud upon the title
Fincke & Gilbert, Agents
Knight and spent three days is caused by the record of a certain inwith them, but was sorry I did denture of mortgage made by Severo
not have longer to stay. I sure Garcia and wife, Manuelita Garcia, to
M. H. Lease upon August 24th,
had a fine time up there. Well said
1909, to secure the payment of $225.00
the costs of suit.
Notice.
she sure has two pretty girls, with interest, and. to cancel the same
Witness, The Honorable Edward L.
one is seventeen and the other is and satisfy the same of record as fully State of New Mexico.
Medler, District Judge of the Third JuTo
Nannie
Defendant,
White,
paid.
fifteen. Say, but they are jolly.
dicial District Court of the State of
And you are further notified that un Greeting:
New Mexico, and the seal of the DisMet lots of young folks up there.
You are hereby commanded to be trict Court of Torrance County, this
less you enter, or cause to be entered
get
ten your appearance in Baid cause on or be- and appear before the Third Judicial
I thought I was going to
day of January, A. V. 1918.
days furlough, but didn't get but fore the 20th day of February, 1918, District Court of the State of New 2nd
JULIAN SALAS,
(Seal)
five days, but I sure made use of judgment by default will be taken Mexico, sitting within and for the
Clerk.
SOLDIER

TO

LETTER

NEW MEX.

-

Ghas. Sawey

s,

AND GAS

five-ye-

Here it is in a new dress, with
details that make this car most
complete, embodying features of
high priced cars.

under-derwea-

NEW FEATURES

Price $725

PEOPLE'S STORE

NEW MEX.

MORIHRTY,

against you in said cause and decree
Well, as we are not allowed to pro confesso entered therein.
E,
Wright, whose postoffice ad
tell much about what takes place dress R.is Santa
Fe, N. M., ia the attor
in camp, will have to ring off, ney for plaintiff in said cause.
for I can't think of much to (Seal)
JULIAN SALAS,
County Clerk, Torrance County, Now
So goodby, hoping to
write.
hear from you soon. From your Mexico.
it.

By T. B. RAPKOCH,
Deputy.

brother.

J. J. VANDERFORD.

SOON

Meeting called to order by J. Special Correspondence.
A motion
J. Smith, chairman
Mrs. Snell came in Saturday
moved, seconded and carried to
RESTilURílIMT
from Sterling, Texas, and is oc
store,
organize
a
Chili and Short Orders
new home which
Moved, seconded and carried cupying her
Pigola Bread
is just completed on the new
act
sec
as
L.
Burruss
Fred
that
Packed Dust Proof, Germ Proof
homestead.
retary. .
Cakes and Pies
On motion board of directors
Rannie Manning and wife
J. R. WASH.
came in from House Wednesday
elected as follows:
Raymond T. Sanchez F. T. Meadows for term of five to make this section their home.
They were accompanied by his
General Merchandise years.L. Riley
C.
for term of four brother Truman.
Wagon Yard
years.
All Kinds of Feed
Misses Flo and Jewell Wallace
Chilili, N. M.
A. A. Hine for term of three
Land for Sale
House are visiting their sister
of
years.
Mrs. Brock Manning.
Also V on right hip,
two
term
of
for
J. J. Smith
cross on right shoulG. W. Ward and Bob Shaw
der, XX on left hip. years.
Ranee 6 miles north
Ira L. Ludwick, W. W. Wag. took a fifty mile trip south of
1 mile west of Lucy.
Notify Mrs. S. A. ner, Fred L. Burruss for term of Mountainair after a crippled car,
Edmonds & Sons, one year.
and upon their arrival found that
Lucy, N- M., of any cattle with above
On motion chairman appointed the car had run off, and had to
brands strayed from range.
C. M. Milbourn, Mat Nidey, W. return without it, and within
W. Wagner, F. T. Meadows and ten miles of home had a blow out
Fred L. Burruss to help solicit and had to hoof it in home.
members for the organization.
Such is car luck.
Agent for
On motion secretary instructed
N. A. Lester is having some
to send night letter for
difficulty in finding water for
literature, etc., to be sent to of
his mother-in-lain the ChapCONTINENTAL OILS ficers as soon as possible.
having some
settlement,
man
Following is list of names who
big boulders to undergo.
have joined:
C. L. Riley, W. W. Wagner,
Dave Williams and Jesse Ear- Lewis Ficklin, O. R. Pollard, F. ley, who áre in the cantonment
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
T. Meadows, T. L. Meadows, in san f rancisco, are naving
Department of the Interior,
Pete Pellissero, Jack Swartz, D. some experience with measles,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
D. Shaw, Rev. W. C. Grant. Mat Dave reports, however, that he
December 24, 1917.
Nidey, T. L. Dial, J. J. Smith, J. is being cared for nicely in the
Notice is hereby given that Bonifacio
Vigil, of Torreón, New Mexico, who, W. Brady, C. A. Swartz, H. B. hospital.
on Vay 19, 1910, and April 28, 1917, Lewis, A. A. Hine, Ira Ludwick,
Mrs. Belle Williams of Estan
made homestead entries. Nos. 013524 H. B. Lee, J. J. Massey, Fred L.
of Mrs. Lester,
cia, sister-in-laand 032538, for Lots 1, 2 and 4, Section Burruss, H. V. Lipe.
has been a house guest in the
13, Township 6 North, Range 5 East,
Don't forget the meeting place Lester home.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
Saturday, the 19th, at two o'clock
intention to make final
Born, to W. N. Walpole and
office.
Proof, to establish claim to the land at Swartz Land Co's.
wife Saturday at 3 P. M., twin
above decribed, before Neal Jenson, Come one, come all.
U. S. Commissioner, at Estancia, New
boys.
Dr. Buer was in atYours for prosperity,
Mexico, on February 9, 1918.
tendance.
FRED L. BURRUSS.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Since this article has been
Adolfo Vigil, Elf ido Chavez y Lucero,
W. N. Walpole and wife exPablo Torres y Vigil. Manuel Otero, written we have been able to se
all of Torreón, New Mexico.
cure Mr. Kenyon to be with us tend their appreciation to the
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register. next Saturday, so don't fail to community, also to visitors, for
the love, kindness and help
hear what he has to say.
ESTANCIA

CHEVROLET
FourNinety

PLEASANTVIEW

follows:

shown them during

OVER

HIS

COLD.

Everyone speaks well of Chamber
lain's Cough Remedy after having used
it. Mrs. George Lewis, PittsSeld, N
Y., has this to say regarding it: "Last
winter my little boy, five years old,
was sick with a cold for two or three
I doctored him and used variweeks.
ous cough medicines but nothing did
him much good until I began using
Cough Remedy.
Chamberlain's
He
then improved rapidly and in a few
"
days was over his cold,
adv

County of Torrance,
that being the
County in which the opmplaint herein
is filed, within twenty days after service of this summons, if defendant is
served in any County in this Judicial
District, otherwise within thirty days
after service, then end there to answer
the complaint of C.K. White in an action
for divorce. You are notified that unless you so appear and answer, the
plaintiff will apply for the relief demanded in the complaint together with

S. N.

O. W. Bay

Jenson

ESTANCIA, N. M.

ENCINO STATE BANK
MEXICO
ENCINO, NEW
CAPITAL $25,000.00

Does a general banking business. Live stock loans specialty.
you to call on us and tell us your needs.
F. H. WOOD, Pres. W. A. MARSHALL,

V.--

We invite

C. L. CRE1GHTON, Cash.

-

-

BHRNET FREILINGER
.

The Land Man
ESTHNCIH, N.

Deputy.
attorney for plain-

:
IP

He Buys and Sells Real Estate and Live Stock

By T. B. RAPKOCH,
D. Wasson,

TROUBLES.

Now open for business. We will be glad to
have you call at any time and look over our
stock. You will always be welcome. First
door south of Estancia Auto Co.

Cleik.
VV.

STOMACH

If you have trouble with your stomach you should try Chamberain's TabSo many have been restored to
lets.
health by the use of these tablets and
their cost is so little, 25 cents, that it
is worth while to give them a trial.

Valley Furniture Co

Notice.
State of New Mexico.
To J. R. Smith, Defendant,
Greeting:
You are hereby commanded to be
and appear before the Third Judicial
District Court of he State of New
Mexico, Bitting within and for the
County of Torrance, that being the
County in which the complaint herein
is filed, within twenty days after service of tin summons, if defendant is
served in any County in this Judicial
District, otherwise within thirty days
after service, then and there to answer the complaint of George W, Pope
in an action for damages.
You are
notified that unless you so a; , ar' and
answer, the plaintiff will apply for the
relief demanded in the -- "nplaint together with the costs of
Witness, The Honorable Edward L.
Medler, District Judge of the Third
Judicial District Court of the State of
New Mexico, and the seal of the District Court of Torrance County, this
2nd day of January, A. D. 1918.
(Seal)
JULIAN SALAS,

By T. B. RAPKOCH,
Deputy.
W. D. Wasson, attorney for plaintiff,
Estancia, N. M.

M.

tiff, Estancia, N. M.
PREFtRS

CHAMBERLAIN'S.

"In the course of a conversation
with Chamberlain Medicine Co's representative today, we had occasion to
discuss in a general way the merits of
their different preparations. At his
suggestion I take pleasure in expressing my estimation of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy.
I have a family of
six children and have used this remedy
I consider it
in my home for years.
the only cough remedy on the market,
as I have tried nearly all kinds." Earl
C. Ross,
Republican-New-

Publisher

Hamilton County
Syracuse, Kan. adv

Neal Jenson

U. S.

Commissioner

Land Office Business of all Kinds Transacted,
Fire. Life, Accident and Health Insurance.
Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow
ledged. Residences and
Farms for Kent.

Es

Estancia. New Mexico

J

A good bean
Young.

LOCAL MATTERS
OF INTEREST
For long terra farm

loanB see

H. V. Lipe.

Hot and cold baths at Fenley's
adv.
barber shop.
Saturday Bpecial, $1.50 sweaters 98c Wright Clothing Co,
For Sale, yearling and
Hereford Bulls. The
Titsworth Company, Capitán, N.
M.

Wanted, from 100 to 150 head
of stock cows, on shares. Plenty
of grass and water. A. A.
Mourfield, Progresso, N. M.
For hauling and transfer work,
phone City Transfer. Also serOffice at wagon yard
vice car.
near depot C. C. Miller.
That income tax man has not
yet shown up, and it is learned
that the blanks are yet to come
from Washington.
P. L. Brown, dealer in junk-ir- on,
bone, rags, brass anything
in the junk line. Will pay highest market price delivered in Estancia. Also agent for Indiana
silo of Texas.
For sale, ripe Spanish onions
five and a half cents per pound,
express prepaid. No order taken for less than 75 pounds.
If
Cheaper in large quantities.
interested, write. R. R. Bridg-eradv.
Pojuaque, N. Mex.
Co.
last
Seed
The Herzstein
Saturday shipped a car of beans
to Arkansas the first to go out
Jenson
of the state from here.
& Pace shipped a car from here
to E! Paso the first of the week,
and will ship a car from Moun-tainaFriday.
Roswell is coming into her own
when ic comes to supplying meat
for the rest of the country. Not
only does the valley export large
numbers of sheep, pigs, cattle
and cottontails, but Jackrabbits
are coming to be favorites. More
than one hundred Jacks leave
Roswell each day and regular
shipping stations have been es
tablished at Acme, Kenna, Elida
and Elkins. Roswell News.
The N. M. C, trainmen had
their share of trouble on account
of the storm. Going north Tues
day they got stuck in the snow
in the deep cut near Otto, but
luckily managed to back out and
returned here in the evening.
DuriBg the night the shopmen
put the snowplow on an engine
and they started out again Wednesday morning, with two engines, and took the trackmen
They got through the
along.
cut a little before dark, and had
no further serious trouble. They
got in here on the return trip
The stretch of
about midnight.
road between Progresso and
which often gives trouble with snowdrifts, was swept
The cut near
clear this time.
Otto which gave the trouble this
time is probably the deepest on
twenty
on the road perhaps
' feet, and its direction is north
and south by northeast southThe gale blew almost at
west.
right angles across it and filled it
full.
s,

ir

farm

for rent.

Ben

SOME

A few bargains in second hand
adv
cars. W. R. Meador.
Saturday special $1.50 sweaters 98c Wright Clothing Co.
A. J. Green and Cleofes Romero are in Santa Fe on business.
Basket leaves Fenley's barber
shop for Imperial Laundry every
Tuesday morning. '
For sale, 1917
Ford car in first class condition.
adv
See Dr. C. E. Ewing.
For sale, 9 good young work
mules, or will trade for cattle.
Tom Bryan, Progresso, N. M.
Fred Fornoff was here the
first of the week, presumably
looking afte matters for the
state tax commission.
For sale, work horses, mares,
and saddle horses, part broke,
part unbroke. Fair size G. W.
Felton, 4 miles east of Mcintosh.
S. B. Douglas has sold his
home place west of Mcintosh,
eighty acres going to C. S. Kel
logg and eighty to C. B. Roland.
For sale cheap, 1 good work
team, 1 mare with foal, 1 good
milk cow. Inquire of Leo Doug
las or Farmers and Stockmens
Bank.
Dr. Edwards of Albuquerque
specialist in diseases of the eye
and fitting glasses, will be in Es
tancia Jan. 21 and 22 to treat
adv
eyes and fit glasses.
Gregory
and
Jay
Mrs.
Mr. and
little son came down from Mora
county Monday for a visit with
Mrs. Gregory's parents, Mr. and
and Mrs. H. F. Shelton.
Red Cross branches in other
parts of the county sending stuff
to Estancia are requested to di
rect same to A. J. Green, in care
of Estancia Savings Bank.
Wanted, men to work on cem
etery fencing to blast post holes
and put up gate. - Apply to any
of the following committee Mrs.
Mason, Mrs. J. M. Wood, Mrs.
Fenley.
Lloyd Miles and Harold Trent-ma- n
Kansas,
of Wichita,
nephews of Mr. and Mrs. S. B.
Douglas, are here looking the
country over with a view of lO'
eating. They are much pleased
with the country and climate

,

Meat and

WEATHER

JONES HAS SEEDS

During the past week the inhabitants of the Estancia valley
have been given a touch of the
sort of weather our neighbors to
the east and northeast are accustomed to.
It began with a light snow recorded on the 6th as half an inch,
but the winter did not begin unHalf an
til a few days later.
inch of snow was recorded on
the 9th and 10th, one inch on
the 11th and four inches on the
13th.
The mercury, started downward on the 9th. The record
shows zero on the 10th, 9 above
on the 13th, 11 above on the
14th, 14 above on the 15th, 2 below on the 16th.
On Monday night came one of
the fiercest gales for many
Mr. Stubblefield, the
months.
pfficial observer, thinks it was
the worst known in the valley.
it was strong enougn io wrencn
tuts wiuuuiill nuu uiuw iu a win- dow at the Clav Keen residence.'
which stands at the northwest
border of the town where the
gale (which was from the north- west) had a clean sweep. The
ground was s'weDt bare of
snow in all open spaces, and the
snow was piled in drifts and
packed harder than ever before
known here.
It was a very
hard night on range stock, and
no doubt caused some losses.
Contrary to the usual rule,
there was less snow in the lower
foothills and' for some miles out
than in the center of the valley,
butin the mountains proper it
was much heavier.
The weather at this writing is
moderating and gives promise of
being fine again.
Saturday speiial, $1.50 sweat
ers 98c Wright Clothing Co.

Washington, D. C Senator
Jones has received his allotment
of flower and vegetáble seeds
and will be glad to furnish a
quantity to those desiring same
upon request.
The Department of Agriculture has also advised the senator
that they propose to have available a small amount of Kansas
alfalfa, feterita, white milo and
sudajj grass seed. These seeds
are for experimental purposes
and are furnished with the understanding that the recipient
will report the result. Each
package contains a sufficient
quantity of seed for a satisfactory field test, and in view of the
limited supply not more than one
package of any variety can be
furnished to an individual. The
senator will be glad to honor all
requests so long as the supply is
available.

Nyal Toilet Articles
These are the standard none better in
If you have never used
the market.
them, try them.

j

Estancia Drug Company

$360.00

RESOLUTION

"The Council of National De-- 1
fense desires to inform the peo- P'e of this country that abundant
food is supplied to the soldiers
and sailors in the camps and
cantonments, and that the send
ing of food to these men by their
friends and families is not in any
flint- tho no.
pQDnant nQnúOB'iru.
gregate quantity of food thus
sent Í3 enormous, and that much
of it, having been conveyed long
distances in heated express or
mail cars, is more or less spoiled,
and consequently injurious to
the health of the men. Therefore
in the interest of the conservation of food, an also the health
of the men, the Council of National Defense requests the public to discontinue the sending of
foodstuffs to the camps."
Nilk Cows for Sale.

Fifteen to twenty head of cows
heifers, some fresh now,
and
to
gone
Ar
Gotcher
has.
J.
most oí balance fresh in Bpring,
kansas,
all good milk stock, cream sep
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Spence of arator good as new, 1 section of
Arlington, - Kansas, are visiting harrow. 1 good brood mare, 2
work horses. A- J. James, 8
Mr. and Mrs. George Pugh.
miles west, 6 miles south of Estancia.
Public Sale
W.

-

f o. b.
Detroit

Valley Auto Co.
ESTANCIA,

N. M.

The Farmer's Friend
Tell us your needs; we are here to serve you.
AMIGO DE LOS RANCHEROS
Estamos para servirlos. Dignanos lo que Vd. necessita.
.

Mountainair State Bank, M0U ntm.na1r'
STRENGTH and SERVICE

GO TO

KEMP BROS.
For youi

Flour, Bran,
Chop, Corn, Oats,

and Groceries

On January 21, at 1 P. M., at
Is more Catarrh in this section
Lucy, the personal property of ofThere
the country than all. other diseases
put together, and for years it was supsold
be
will
Boston
W.
the late J.
posed to be incurable. Doctors prescribed
remedies, and by constantly failing
C. L Higday and J. E. Hin- - at auction.
The property con- local
to cure with local treatment, pronounced
man have formed a partnership sists of 24 head of cattle, 2 it incurable. Catarrh is a local disease,
irreatly influenced by constitutional conin the real estate business, with mules, 2 mares, and other per- ditions and therefore requires constitutreatment. Hnltta, Catarrh Medioffice second door north of post sonal property. J. N. Burton, tional
cine, niíinuíactured by F. J. Cheney &
Co., Toledo, Ohio, is a constitutional
They now have maps Administrator.
office.
remedy, is taken internally and acts
showing numbers of the land in
thru the blood on the Mucoub Surfaces
the System. Ono Hundred Dollars reManzano Forest to be opened
is offered for any case that Hall's
"Home," 5 ofward
29,
Jan.
Medicine fails to cure. Send tor
Catarrh
adv
Feb. 18.
circulars
and testimonials.
by
reels,
Bessie Barrís
P. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by DruRgists, 75c.
Moriarty people will produce cale. Pastime.
Hall's Family 1'ills for constipation.
the play, "Between the Acts,'
in the Pastime Theater, Están
. i
.
T
fO j.o,
at
evening, dan.
cía, Friday
It will be good and
7 o'clock.
Parts. Supplies and Repairs
Agents for Torrance County.
you should not miss it. The pro
ceeds are to be divided between
GROCERIES, FRESH MEATS, FLOUR,
the Moriarty school and the Es
Cross.
tancia Red
Confidence the Result of Strength
FEED AND HAY
On January 11th the M. E
country
Tlio
Btrontith of tins bank is the direct result of its officient management,
Ladies' Aid met at the
ample resources and capital.
The confidence of tbe people is the result of
home of Mrs. J. S. Kelly Not
ALL
Our store has but ONE PRICE TO
the atrentith and unquestioned safe:y which the bank assures its depositors
and patrons . Ever siuce its establishment the bank has gradually grown in
many being present on account
strength and also in the osteem of the people. Wo invite th accounts of all
of bad weather, no business was
who appreciate safety for their money and careful, efficient nrvice.
The afternoon was
conducted.
A Strong Bank with no side lines.
Straight Banking.
spent knitting for the Red Cros3
Highest Patent Flour, $6 per .hundred
Experienced management and larso financial resources at our command.
were
Dainty
refreshments
Capital and Surplus $20,000.00
Phone orders given prompt attention
Next meeting to be at
served.
pay 4 per cent on Time Deposits
We
the home of Mrs. Mason on
January 25.
Torrance County Savings Bank

d e e Broth ers
MOTOR CAI

-

SPEeiHL:

Notice

groceries here, the whole, loud year
BUKar cloar to bonus.
the store wit.li (roods nalore, from
Riiilit here'ssnap
to irroeus.
s
brantls, our
OuruooHsincnnsarehiKh-clas-

Goo'l

and breakfast (lakes.
Crackers, cakes,
ami Snuff.
ami cloyos aud spice arM colTce
Eros anilisrice
gruand.
. peas, soap, pruaes. aud cheese, and
Raisirifl by the iiouud.
the kind that SUITS, we
Yeast andthefroit,
beston earth.
stock that none can knock, and get
Select themoney's
worth.

RIGHT HERE
In Valley Hotel Building.

Abstracts.

v
X

To Farmers
and Stockmen

Roberson Abstract Company
incorporated, announces revision
of its prices effective Jan. 1
1918. on all orders filei on or af
ter said date.
This company is incorporated
under the laws of this state, and
the law makes an abstract certi
fied to as correct by its secretary
Why should you be behind merchants and professional
and under its corporate seal evl
dence of the matters thereby men in the matter of stationery for your correspondence?
shown same as Public Records of
Torrance county. Ralph G. Rob Why not have neat printed letter heads and envelopes?
erson, Secretary.
It looks more like business, and costs but a trifle, if any,
Jan. 26, " The Madness of Helen,'
Ethel Claglon and Carlgte Blackwell.
Pastime.

Neis Frostenson

ESTANCIA AUTO GO.

A. T. COCHRAN

more than buying in 10c and 25c lots.
Herald office and see about it.

Come to the

News- -

The Oldest Bank in Torrance County
W.illard,

New Mexico

Juan 6. Jaramillo
Dealer in General Merchandise
Pay CASH FOR HIDES AND PELTS

I carry Roofing Paper,"Baling Wire, Wall Paper, Gas-A Specialty in Silk
oline, Oil. 5 Gallon Cans, Shoes.
Scarfs, Silk Waists, and Silk Fringe Shawls up to
$37.50.

Torreón. N. Mex.

1
jjfj

fj- -

jg
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ESTANCIA

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
OP THE
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.
RECORD

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS, DOINGS, ACHIEVE'
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPE8
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

Wuttn Nawapapar Union Hawa Bamea,
ABOUT THE WAR
British casualties reported during
the week ending Jan. 7 totaled 18,998.
Twenty-seve- n
British, two Italian
and one French ship were sunk dur
ing the past week.
Germans attempted
raids against
British trenches south of Armentieres
but were repulsed. ,
The French General Llse, command
ing the artillery on the Italian front.
has been killed In action.
British patrols at several places
forced crossings of the Piava river
against the Teutonic allies..
The Germans admit the successof
a French attack on a mile front, but
claim to have ejected the invaders.
The hospital ship Rewa was torpedoed and sunk in the Bristol channel
Jan. 4, while on her way to Gibraltar.
Further extension of the- - submarine
barred lone Is announced in a wire
less statement sent out by the German government
Since the beginning of the war 215
Danish ships with a total tonnage of
224,000 have been sunk and 234 Danes
have been killed.
British aeroplanes on the Italian
front attacked a squadron of seven
hostile machines and brought down
four of them, the London war office
announced.
Several trench raiding operations
have been carried out on the western
front by the French in the Argonne
forest and Vosges mountain sectors in
which German prisoners were, taken.
The American steamship Harry
Luckenbach was torpedoed and sunk
with loss of Ufe, according to word received by the owner of the vessel in
New York. Eight of the crew are
missing. The London War Office has issued
a summary of the British captures and
losses in the war during 1917. The
total captures on. all fronts nambered
114,544 prisoners and 781 gunB.- - The
losses numbered 28,379 prisoners and
166 guns.

Notwithstanding the deep snow on
the northern Italian front the Italian
guns have been active near
In the hill' region, demolishing
trenches and forcing the enemy to evacuate them. The
Italian machine guns worked havoc
among the enemy as they endeavored
to retire.
Cavazuc-churin-

Austro-Germa-

n

WESTERN
The Mississippi valley, from the
great lakes to the gulf of Mexico, and
west to the Rocky mountains, was
stormBwept and In the grip of a cold
wave Jan. 11.
Governor Lowden tried to sample
all of the 322 war recipes at the patriotic food show in Chicago, but had
to give It up after progressing as far
as whale potpie.
The Impending increase of barber
prices In Chicago has no terrors for
Fred Zahnle. He has registered a vow
to leave his chin unBhaved until the
Kaiser is shot.
Chief John L. Butler of Los Angeles
writes that he arrested Ernest E.
Woll for robbing a Jewelry store at
600 Spring street, Los Angeles, and
that Woll has confessed to three Denver robberies.
C. F. von Petersdorff, city engineer
of Tucson, Ariz., in his youth a lieutenant in the German army and later
a major In the Third brigade National
guard of California from 1897 to 1899,
was arrested at Tucson on a federal
charge, it is reported, of conspiring
to set on foot an armed expedition
against a friendly nation.
WASHINGTON
Officers and employes of the Department of Justice were urged by Attorney General Gregory in a notice
posted In all offices not to leave the
government service for private employment, even at a higher salary, until the war emergency is past.
The officers and crew of the destroyer Jacob Jones, sunk by a German
submarine on the afternoon of Dec.
Í, knew their Impending fate, but
were unable to avert It. This was
disclosed
in the report of Lieut.
Comdr. David Worth Bagley to the
Navy Department.
Regulation of the Issue of practically all private securities soon will be
proposed by the government.
New York City is In serious danger
f an explosion similar to the Halifax
catastrophe, according to Senator
Calder of New York.
private pension bill,
providing for 300 cases reported by
the pensions committee as especially
deserving, was passed by the House.
The United States Emergency Fleet
Corporation will turn out 6,000,000
tons during 1918, according to Administrator Hurley of the Shipping Board.
An omnibus

NEWS-HE- E

FOREIGN
Minister of Foreign Affairs Pichón
will In the Chamber of Deputies oat'
line France's war aims.
At Santiago, Chile, the Mercurio
presses theopinlon
that President
Wilson's speech may open the door to
peace.
Reports from Rostov say that the
Republic of the Don has been de
clared existent with Gen. Kaledlne as
president and prime minister.
The Bolshevik government, a Reut
er's dispatch from Petrograd says, has
issued a decree suspending
all pay
ments of dividends by private com
panies.
government
The German
has of
fered to pay the family of Enrique
Granados, the Spanish composer, 666,
000 pesetas as indemnity for the loss
of their father.'
Four children lost their lives in a
fire which destroyed the east wing of
the Catholic general hospital in Water
street at Ottawa, Ont., with a property
damage amounting to $100,000.
President Wilson's statement of
peace terms has been received in the
allied countries with singular enthusi
asm, although a flat refusal to consider the offer is expected from Ger
many.
Germany was never in such danger
of collapse from internal and external
difficulties as at present, says the cor
respondent in Germany of the Amster- day TIJd, in an analysis of the exist
ing situation.
The House of Lords at London re
jected Lord Loreburn's amendment to
the representation of the people bill
by which It was Bought to exclude
women from the suffrage.
The vote
against the amendment was 134 to 69.
Winston Spencer Churchill, British
minister of munitions, addressing the
American Luncheon Club in London
made a powerful appeal for the send
ing of American soldiers to Europe
quickly and in as large numbers as
possible.
Unprecedented temperatures for
Sweden
are reported at various
places in the North.
Some of the
lowest figures are 70.6 degrees below
zero, Fahrenheit, at Asele; 67 below
at Coerfors and 63.4 below at Hog
dalsjoe.
The central powers have withdrawn
their peace terms made public at the
Brest-Litovsconference, on Dec. 25,
it was announced by Dr. von Kuehlmann, the German foreign secretary,
in his speech at the Brest-Litvoscon
ference with the Russians.
In a speech before his departure
from Petrograd Premier Lenine said
"I fear we shall have to stop the de
mobilization and prepare for war. If
Germany and her allies do not accept
our conditions of peace, we will de
clare a revolutionary war on them.'
The Social Revolutionists at Petro
grad are planning to hold a conven
tion of peasants' deputies and other
organizations in connection with the
Workmen's
and Soldiers'
Congress on Jan. 21. An effort will
be made to form a federation of Rus
sian republics. Including the Ukraine,
Siberia, the Don territory, and the
Caucasus.

AID.

GOVERNOrTSAPT

NEW MEXICO

STATE NEWS
Waatarn Nawapapar Union Nawa Sarvlo.
COMINO EVENTS.

Jan.

9
Farmers' Week and Home
waiters' Conference at State college.
mesilla FarK.
3
Feb.
New Mexico Electrical Association mjtliBr ct Rilvnr fMtV.
March 6
Stockmen's convention at
Koawell.
March, 1918 Wool Growers' convention
at noswell.
During the year 1917, 14,086 auto
licenses were issued.
The residence of Guy A. Reed, In
Artesta, was burned to the ground.
A new M. E. church will be erected
at Deming. It will be of the Mission
style and cost $7,000.
P. W. Turner has offered a large
sum if World's Champion Jess Wil- lard would fight at Deming.
Rev. J. B. Bell, of Deming, per
wedding
ceremonies
formed
nine
Christmas week six in one day.
James Dickinson, deputy sheriff at
Hanover, was shot in the back and
almost Instantly killed at Hanover.
A contract has been awarded for
the erection of a new $2,800 Seventh
Day Adventist church at Albuquerque.
accepted
Governor W. E. Lindsey
appointment as a member of the Ad
As
visory Board of the
sociation.
County treasurers are not required
ac
to renew their bonds annually,
cording to an opinion by Assistant Attorney General C. A. Hatch, given at
the request of State Traveling Auditor

A, G.

Whlttier.

Stockholders of the
Corporation last year received 60
cents per share less in dividends than
the previous year, the total dividends
amounting to $32 per share, as against
$32.50 per share In 1916.
Secretary of State Robert Lansing
has sent to Governor Lindsey for presentation to the Legislature a copy of
the resolution recently adopted by
Congress providing for the submission
Phelps-Dodg-

e

prohibition.
The abolition as far as possible of
red tape and technicality is urged
upon the local Exemption boards in a
telegram to Adjutant General James
Baca by Provost Marshal General
Crowder.
Silver City Lodge No. 413 installed
beautiful service flag in the Elks'
.Club rooms. The flag contains fifty
stars, one for each member of the local lodge who is now engaged in military service.
Charles Thacker, Jr., of Raton, af
ter slightly more than a month's service in the U. S. Army, died at Fort
Leavenworth.
Thacker Joined the En
gineering Department on Nov. 29. He
.employed
in the Raton and
had been
Denver postoffices.
Claims and appeals are pouring in
to the exemption board for District
No. 1 from all parts of the state. The
board is making every effort to give
proper consideration to each, so that
SPORT
all men registered for military servEddie Clcotte. star Ditcher for the ice will be given the fairest possible
Chicago Americans, announced thai treatment.
be has signed bis 1918 contract.
New Mexico has 1,594 men serving
Jack Dillon and Homer Smith, Mich as volunteers in the Regular Army,
igan heavyweight, have been matched the National Army and the Navy, acto box ten rounds at Fort Wayne, Ind. cording to Major Webb, assistant ad
Miss Katherine Haywood, Philadel jutant general, who has Just returned
phia billiard star, defeated Melville from El Paso where he went some
Flynn, 200 to 63, in her first appear time ago for the purpose of securing
ance at Chicago.
enlistment data.
Alfred De Oro, the world champion
In the death of William H. Kerr,
three-cushiobilllardist, won the first Santa Fe lost one of Its pioneers, New
block in the championship match with Mexico one of its most prominent col
Charles Otis of Brooklyn by one point ored men, and the racing circles a
at Havana, Cuba.
race horse man who enjoyed the
unique distinction of putting the
GENERAL
greatest Jockey, Tod Sloane,
Two bandits held up the Bank of world's
Knapp, at Knapp, Wis., and escaped on his first race horse.
The State Bank of Springer has re
with $3,200.
ceived the approval of the corporaMrs. William K. Dick of New York,
commission for the increasing of
formerly Mrs. John Jacob Astor, wife tion
capital from $25,000 to $50,000.
of Col. Astor, who perished when the its
The government has granted a pen
Titanic was sunk at sea, is a patient
sion of $35 a month to Mrs. David
at a Baltimore hospital.
M. White, of Santa Fe, and an addiEtta May Hicks, one of the women tional allowance of $10 a month for
charged with the murder of the child, each of her two children, because of
Alice Bradshaw, on July 5, 1917, was the death of Mr. White from infecsentenced to from seven to twenty
while sanitary inspector for the
years imprisonment at St. Johnsburg, tion
U. S. Health Service at El Paso.
Vt.
Officials and others in Santa Fe are
recently much interested in the report that
Mrs. Blanca de Saulles,
acquitted of the killing of John L. de Lieut, J. W. Spalding, alleged, to have
Saulles, left Roslyn, N. Y., for Califor been mixed upwith a German spy,
nia with her little son, Jack. Her Baroness lona Wilhelma Sutton Zoll- country home is now closed for the ner, is a New Mexico boy, designated
winter.
two and a half years ago to Annapolis ,
Marcus H. Holcomb has and asked to resign from the Naval
Governor
refused to call a special session of Academy in Februs-- y of last year.
the General Assembly to consider the
Approval has been given by State
prohibition amendment
adopted by Engineer James A. French to the ap
Congress, it was announced, at Hart- plication of Alphonse Dockweiler, Levi
ford, Conn.
A. Hughes and Arthur Seligman for
Copper producers in New York re the use of 2,745 acre feet of water
ceived word from Washington that an from the Rio Galisteo, delivered on
agreement had been reached with the land near Kennedy. It Is proposed to
federal authorities for the fixing of Irrigate 915 acres, and to construct
the price of copper at 23Í4 cents a a somewhat elaborate irrigation syspound for the next four months.
tem.
Mark L. Requa of Oakland, Cal.,
That a Frontier Day, or Round Up,
was appointed
head of the newly matching In attractions and in attendformed oil division of the fuel adminance the annual Wild West gatherings
istration which will handle govern- at Cheyenne, Tucumcari, Las Vegas.
ment control of oil. The first work and other points, could be held in
will be an investigation of the entire Clayton each year, is the opinion of
petroleum situation.
H. H. Errctt and A. McCune.
Louis D. Brandéis of Boston, asso
Falling from an El Paso and South
ciate Justice of the Supreme Court of western train near Carriiozo, George
the United States, and Franklin D. Owens, of Muscatine, Iowa, and bound
Lane, secretary of the Interior, have with his artillery regiment for the
been recommended by representatives East to sail for France, had his right
of the four big railroad brotherhoods arm cut off and therefore will miss
as members of the new Labor Wage the opportunity to
et Into the
Board.
trenches.
)
of

nation-wid-
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REPLY

CAPTAIN FIRES

ON 80CIAL UNREST COMMENDED
BY VERNER Z. REED.

SHOTINTO BRAIN

"Cares of World and Deceltfulness of
LEWIS R. WHISLER, OF SALINA
Riches Choke Truth," Lindsey
KAN., KILLS SELF AFTER LOOTTells Mediation Board.
ING ARMY BANK.

Warmest December in Years,
Santa Fe. The warmest December
and also one of the sunniest in seventeen years, is the official record for
the month Just past, the weather bureau announcing that the average
temperature for the month was 38
degreeB.
Roberts Named for West Point.
Santa Fe. Alfred S. Roberts, son of
Justice C. J. Roberts, of the New Mex
ico Supreme Court, has been desig
nated by Governor Lindsey for ap
pointment to the United States Military Academy at West Point.
Sale of Eastern R. R. on Feb. S.
Santa Fe. Special Master Lorin C.
Collins has set Feb. 5 as the date for
the sale of the New Mexico and Albuquerque Eastern, government con
trol not affecting ownership of bonds,
stocks or other securities Involved.
Distributing First Assets of Bank.
Santa Fe. Charles B. Morrill, re
ceiver of the People's Savings bank of
Silver City is making his first distribution of assets, amounting to $8,000
or 15 per cent, of the claims.

There's little peace when your kid
neys are weak and while at first there
may be nothing more serious than dull
backache, Bharp, stabbing pains, headaches, dizzy rpells and kidney irregularities, you must act quickly to avoid
the more serious trouble, dropsy, gravel,
heart disease, Bright' disease. Use

Doan's Kidney rills, the remedy that
is so warmly recommended everywhere
by grateful users.

Case
A ColoradoCharlee
E. Mon

Weatern Newapapar Union Newa Service.
Santa Fe. Verner Z. Reed, member

of the President's mediation board,
has sent to Governor Lindsey a telegram in which he congratulates the
chief executive of New Mexico upon
his reply to the inquiry recently made
of him as to his idea of the cause of
the present condition of social unrest
In the United States and a remedy
therefor. Mr. Reed wired the governor on Dec. 31 for his views on this
Important subject and the executive
replied on Jan. 2, as follows:
"Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 2. President
of Mediation Commission, Department
of Labor, Washington, D. C: "Reply
ing to your telegraphic request for
my opinion as to the cause of the
present social unrest and the sugges
tion of a remedy therefor. The cares
of this world and the deceltfulness of
riches choke the truth. As to a rem
edy for it, I am of the opinion that
some higher power must either thrust
or lead us closer back to earth and
sky.
"Very respectfully,
W. E. LINDSEY,
"Governor of New Mexico."
The governor received the following
message from Mr. Reed:
'Denver, Colo., Jan. 4. Governor
W. E. Lindsey.
Santa Fe, N. M.:
While we shalj have a great number
of replies to our request for opinions
as to the cause of the present social
unrest and the suggestions for a rem
edy therefor, I take this occasion to
tell you that I think that no one could
possibly have put his reply in a more
concise and truthful way than you
have done. I offer you sincere thanks.
"VERNER Z. REED,
'Member of President's Mediation
Commission."
Mr. Reed, In his original message,
stated that the replies of the persons
regarding the
asked for opinions
causes for social unrest, consisting for
the most part of leading officials and
deep thinkers of the various states,
would be presented personally to the
President and placed in the permanent archives of the department of la
bor. Friends of Governor Lindsey are
disposed to congratulate him upon his
apt answer, which found appreciation
in the President's Mediation Commission.

Back Lame and Achy?

"Bvfy Pietnr

SLEW FOUR WITH AN AX
DECLARED IN NOTE TO WOMAN
HE WANTED TO "COMMIT SUI
CIDE AND MADE REASON."
Waatarn Nawapapar Union Nawa Service.
Camp Funston, Kan., Jan. 14. With

the finding of the body of Capt. Lewis
F. Whisler of Salina, Kan.; in his tiny
office at the National Army canton
ment here, the mystery which had sur
rounded the looting of the Army bank
and the subsequent murder of four
men and serious wounding of a fifth,
is believed to have been cleared up.
The murders were committed with a
hand ax. Captain Whisler killed himself, firing two shots from a regulation army service rifle into his head.
The first bullet glanced downward
through one cheek, but the other went
through and lodged In his brain. The
suicide followed a general order from
headquarters Instructing all captains
at the cantonment to report and have
their finger prints taken.
According to some officers Whisler
obtained between $65,000 and $80,000.
A note was left by the army officer, addressed to a woman whose
name the authorities so far have declined to divulge. The note said:
"I have been thinking of committing suicide for a long time but I
have never had a good reason. Yesterday I went out and made myself a
reason."
The room in which Captain Whis-ler'- s
body was found was smeared
with blood spots. Two
towels were found in the room and
the table was spotted with gore.
Army officials Saturday declined to
say whether any of the money which
the robber is supposed to have obtained was found in Captain Whisler's
blood-soake-

room.

Wornall identified Captain Whisler
as the man who committed the murders, it was announced by Army officials, who said his identification
would be taken as conclusive and that
the case would be regarded as closed.
Captain Whisler's former wife, from
whom he was divorced about a year
ago, and a son, Duane, 14 years old, reside in Salina, Kan. His parents live

at

Goodland, Kan.

Captain Whisler fought in the Span
war and later saw considerable service in tbe Phillipplnes.
TURKS BREAK RUSSIAN TRUCE.

roe, 916 Cleveland
Ave..
Loveland,
saya: "I
Colo.,

bad sharp twinges
In my back and
was laid up. My
back gave out
easily and It was
out of the question for me to
Stoop. As soon as
Doan's
Kidney Pills, I
got relief and 1
continued taking
them until I was
curad. I ballevit
they will cure others and I am only
too glad to recommend them."
Got Dour at Any Store, TOe a Bos

DOAN'S

VñJLV

CO. BUFFALO. N. Y.

Strictly According to Law.
Mr. J. J. Hlssey, In his book, "The
Road to the Inn," tells the following

story :

A parson was quietly seated in his
study when one of his male parish"'
loners was shown In to him, carrying
a bnby.
"Parson," he snys, "ns the law tells I
h
must give you
of all I pro
duce, here's my tenth child," and without another word the man placed the
bnby on the astonished parson's knee
and departed.
Plica Cured In ( to 14 Day.
Draealita refund money If PAZO OINTMBNT falla
to coreltblna. Blind, Blepdlntf or Protruding Pllaa.
ITimappuoaUongiTea relief. Wo.

Accounting for It.

"What makes the old fellow over
there such a croker?" "He told me he
had a frog in his throat."

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that It

Bears the

jff

rtía&ZÍ.

Signature
rn Use for Over 30 Years.

Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoris
Messengers of Death.
There lire about 200 separate and
distinct kinds of shells fired from German guns, and each and every one of
them has been given at least one nickname by the Tommies, according to
London Tit-BitSome of them have
been given several.
The biggest kind of high explosive
shells, for Instance, are known In
differently ns "Dirty Dicks," "Jack
Johnsons."
"Coal Braes," "Flower
Pots," "Crumps," "Black Peters" or
Whistling- Willies."
The smaller kind are "Black Ma
rias" and "Woolly Bears," according to
whether the smoke they emit when
bursting Is black, or white with a yellowish tinge.
High explosive shrapnel and trench
mortar shells are respectively "whizz-bangs- "
and
from their
habit of giving only those warnings of
approach.
"Archibalds"
are antitheir
Ordinary
shrapnel
aircraft shells.
projectiles are "Little Willies."

Sinks Transport and End of
Brest-Lltovs- k
Parley Is Seen.
Londdn, Jan. 14. The Daily News
correspondent at Petrograd sends the
following:
"The final rupture of ne
may be ex
gotiations at Brest-Litovspected at any moment, if, as Beems
probable, the German militarists conA Girl's Denial.
tinue to impose their policy on their
delegates." The correspondent says a
'Mary, Johnny tells me that when
dispatch from Kuban reports that the he went Into the dining room last night
Turks have broken the armistice by he saw Mr. Bllff with bis arms round
landing 20,000 troops between Trebi-zon- d your waist."
and Llze and that a submarine
'What a story, mammal Why, the
has sunk a Russian transport. The gas was out."
Daily Mail's Petrograd correspondent
'Jane, is my wife going out?" "Tes,
reports that rioting has been going on
for several days at Sebastopol. The sir." "Do yon know if I am going
date of the trouble is not specifically with her?"

stated.
In the game of life a good deal de
Apparently the rioting was started
by the crew of a torpedo boat, who pends on a good deal.
them.
shot
officers
and
arrested their
The sailors then made wholesale arrests, and many lynchings followed.
Valuations Fixed on Live Stock.
Sixty-twofficers were killed, includSanta Fe. New Mexico livestock
i
men are much Interested In the val- ing Vice Admiral Novitski and three
r
uation placed on livestock for the other admirals.
present year by the Arizona State
Tax Commission,

which

announces

that range cattle are to be rated at
at $36, milch cows
$27,
at $40 to $100, sheep $7.60, swine $6,
goats $4, range horses $20, work and
saddle horses and mules $40 to $100,

Midwinter Quiet on Battlefields.
London, Jan. 14. Midwinter quiet
on the part of the infantry continues
to prevail on the various battle fronts.
The artillery has been active in some
sectors, notably north of Verdun,
where the firing was reported heavy
between Beaumont and Bezonvaux.
Tbe British carried out a raid east of
Loos and captured a few prisoners.

butiros $5, Jacks $100, automobiles at
dealers' price with twenty per cent.
reduction for first year and thirty per
cent, for second year.
mining claims are assessed at $750 The British navy lost a war vessel
per claim.
when the destroyer Racoon ran on
the rocks off the north Irish coast and
, 10,000 Soldiers Barbecue Guests.
sank with all hands.
Deming. Ten thousand soldiers at
Armistice With Teutons Extended.
Camp Cody were guests at a New
London, Jan. 14. Leon Trotzky, the
Year barbecue of the Deming War
Service Board. The .barbecue was Bolshevik foreign- minister, proposed
that the
held at a local amusement park and at the peace negotiations
the soldiers were seated at tables present armistice between Russia and
stretched for a distance of one and Germany be prolonged for another
h
miles, the soldiers from month, according to an Exchange
Iowa, Nebraska, South Dakota and Telegraph dispatch from Petrograd.
Minnesota being grouped according to The central powers accepted the prostates.
posal.
Legislator "Elopes" to Join Army.
Clayton. Senator G. C. Smith of
Union county, reached El Paso and Immediately took oath to serve Uncle
Sam as a private in the photographic
branch. Smitii, who was elected state
senator at the last state election, has
aspired to service for many months.
Falling to gain his wife's consent to
enlist he took matters in his own
He turned his
hands and "eloped."
business over to a friend and la said
his
a deed to
wife
mailed
to have
considerable property before leaving

Worst Blizzard In Fifty Years.
Chicago, Jan. 14. From the Rocky
to the Alleghenies and
Mountains
from the Gulf of Mexico to Hudson
bay, the most terrible storm In more
than fifty years Saturday and Sunday
paralyzed transportation and cut off
entire cities and states from communication with the outside world.
Idaraf Senator Dies at Capital.
Washington. Senator James H.
Brady of Idaho died at his home here
from heart disease.

There's
"Body"

To

Instant
Postum
and "snap" to its
taste.

Try a cup and

notice the charming
flavor and substantial character of this
beverage.
U-b-

Postum is a true
"man's' drink, and
women and children
delight in it

"There a Reason
for POSTUM
Sold by Grocers
Everywhere!
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Prices of Metals,
Bar silver 90MiC.
Copper $23.17Vi.
Lead $0.50.
Spelter J7.63.
Tungsten concentrates, per unit

i

120.00.

Boulder. Tungsten concentrates, 60
per cent, J20.0022.50 per unit; crude
ores, 60 per cent, 20.0025.00; 25 per
cent, $12.00i? 12.50: 10 per cent, $9.40
(fi 12.20 per unit.
Arizona.
The Commonwealth
Warren district is again
Progress of the New
per Company at Ajo is

fifty1; tJ:''.
Thrilling Battles With
Revealed by Records
of the Navy Department
U-Boa-

ts

By RALPH D. PAINE.
American armed merchant ships
sinking any German submarines?
you core to believe the waterside
and fo'castle yarns, one of these
mnrnnilorii la .,,m,1 ah htnum
up on every voyage across the Atlantic.
In saloons where merchant seamen
seek haven and pound the bar with
hairy fists strong liquors magnify the
tales, and one concludes that the kaiser's undersea fleet must be wiped out by
now. The navy's records are less fanciful, strictly
adhering to the motto of the man from Missouri.
Here Is the account of on action fought by a
cargo steamer which leaves no room for doubt
that one very busy
was suddenly removed
from the active list of the Imperial German navy.
It is advisable to omit the name of the chief boatswain's mate who commanded the gun crews. He
was promoted to warrant rank as a reward for
the feat and Is now stationed ashore, but he may
go to sea again in charge of another lot of gunners, ond If he should be token prisoner the enemy
would not love him for what he did to a missing
submarine.
In his official report he states:
"Weather hazy. Saw a submarine firing on a
topsail schooner, which shortly after blew up.
Changed course to bring the submarine on our
starboard beam about 5,000 yards distant and lost
sight of her in haze. Continued on this course for
two hours and then resumed our original course.
At 2:55 p. ni. the submarine appeared out of the
haze at 2,500 yards on our starboard beam. She
Immediately opened Are. We changed course to
bring her three points on the starboard quarter
and returned the Are.
"The engagement lasted 35 minutes, during
'which time the submarine flred about 40 shots,
scoring one hit under our port counter a foot from
the water, and causing a leak. We flred 27 shots.
The twenty-sixt- h
shot was seen to hit her just
forward of the forward gun, and a cloud of flame
and durk gray smoke burst from the hatches. The
crew of the submarine left the gun and ran aft.
Almost Instnntly the submarine sank, bow first,
the stern lifting high out of the water, so that the
propellers could be seen revolving.
The steamer
was leaking and temporary repairs were made by
the crew."
When the ship reached her foreign port of destination and reported the victory an official Inquiry was ordered by the French government.
A
naval lieutenant conducted it with great care and
confirmed the verdict of the American gunners.
The steamer fought with the American flag flying,
he stated in his written opinion, firing 27 shots in
half an hour. The distance Increased about 100
shot exmeters for each shot. The twenty-sixt- h
ploded, producing a thick black smoke, which was
Such an explosion
visible to all on shipboard.
must have been produced in the submarine Itself.
He said, In summing up the' evidence :
"The result of the inquiry is that the fight has
been very well conducted and that the men have
shown a very fine spirit, doing honor to the American navy. The conclusion may be drawn that the
submarine was hit ond probably sunk."
shooting, the submarine
This was flrst-clas- s
steadily drawing away until when struck she was
5,000 yards, and more, or three land miles from
theteamer. Binoculars and telescope sights enabled the gunners to distinguish her with clearness and to note the effects of the shell which
ended her wretched career. It was her commander's intention to move beyond range and continue
the action on the chance that he had the bigger
guns, but he miscalculated, and paid the price.
It seemed a cruel slant of fortune that this
American steamer, which so brilliantly bagged a
submarine, should have accidentally burned at sea
on her next voyage. There was no time to stretch
hose or muster the crew. Ablaze In an Instant,
she was one vast furnace while the men raced for
the boats with death at their heels. All hands got
away, including the navy gunners, and their cruise
In open boats was made without severe suffering.
It was nil In the day's work.
Very similar to this successful encounter was
the adventure of the steamer Silver Shell. In Jhis
Instance also the French ministry of marine added
Its opinion that the submarine had probably been
hit and sunk. The chief gunner won promotion
shortly after this statement was issued by Secre-

But no shock was reit wnen me
to ram him.
the
ship passed over the spot, so In all probability
escape-beinsubmarine was able lo dive deep enough to

Am.

hit."
In this
There was precious little room to spare
foradventure, but it was surpassed by a liner, now
merly a favorite ship among Atlantic pilgrims,
fog
of
carrying cargoes to the allies. A blanket
a
covered the sea In the early morning. It lifted
trifle, and a very much surprised submarine popped

w

'

tary Daniels:
"William J. Clark of New Tork, chief turret captain and commander of the naval gun crew of the
Silver Shell, Is deserving of promotion, which we
are now considering. All the other members of the
crew, as well, and what they have done, deserve
great credit ond distinction. The chief turret capman
tain is a very capable man. He is an enlistedin the
who has seen nearly 12 years of service proven
by
promotions
navy and has won successive
very best
capacity. For his work he deserves the
that can be done for him."
Job, and
Here was a man fit ond ready for hisexperience
spirit and
be knew how to put his own
American
Into the team play of his gunners. An
on special duty
nival officer of high rank detailed
and
found
Inquiry
an
at a French post conducted
"the mas-te- r
pleasure in writing to Washington thatenthusiastic
of the Silver Shell was particularly
and
over the splendid work of the turret captain
nnval erun crew : he also stales that Ml
ih.i

whole crew displayed a most commendable spirit
during the bottle."
This Is precisely as It shrfuld be, bluejackets and
merchant seamen standing together, fighting the
enemy as one Intrepid American crew, and the
Stars and Stripes hoisted at the first shot by order
of the skipper. Chief Gunner Clark had the honor
to report to the navy department:
"As the submarine displayed no flag and was
coming nearer, we flred a shot. The submarine,
which was then about 7,000 yards away, replied
Immediately with what seemed to me, on account
h
gun. Her first shot fell
ot the range, a
We changed
amidships about 100 yards short.
our course due west, Increasing speed. The subup
fire. The fight
marine followed us, keeping
lasted from 6 o'clock until about 7 :30 p. in. We
flred 25 shots. The submarine flred over 80, Including some shrapnel toward the end, which exploded astern of our ship too high to do any
age.
"Our last two shells seem to have hit the submarine In the forward part. A few seconds later
her bow Jumped up, nnd she went down, stern
upward nt on angle of about 45 degrees. Thp submarine did not come up again, and I believe it was
sunk then and there. No damage was done to our
ship, and there were no casualties."
Thé steamer was still within effective range of
the big guns of the submarine, which could have
had no other reason than a sudden attack of acute
Illness for vanishing In this abrupt manner. It
seems fairly conclusive that a shell blew her partly out of water, and then she went lunging and
foundering Into the depths. The steamer did not
stop to search for traces of the disaster, but sensibly continued along on her course.
Tankers
filled with millions of gallons of gasoline do not
linger in the war zone.
The American passenger liners, maintaining
their service almost as regularly as In time of
peace, would naturally run the gantlet much often-e- r
than the some number of cargo boots. They
sail on an express schedule and spend little time
In port. It is no secret that they are fast and well
armed, able to whip a submarine In a fight wjth
guns. The deadly torpedo is another matter, but
speed has so far been a saving factor. It is what
the gunners on board call "the sporty Ufe," nor
can It be recommended to people with nervous systems as a restful vocation. For example, one of
these liners, during the first six months of war,
mode only one perfectly tome ond routine voyage.
During oil ner other trips across there were fights
with submarines or escapes from torpedoes.
Extracts from the navy department's reports of
these steamers may be chosen almost at random
as interesting reading with a thrill in It. These
are fair samples of what It means to inuke the
Atlantic voyage, which is no longer o commonplace, soothing "ocean ferry."
"The lookout In the lower crow's nest, a coxswain of the naval guard, picked up an oil slick
ahead, which veered off to port at right angles to
the ship's course. Following the slick, which was
about the width of a ship, he suddenly saw the
periscope of a submarine appear at the end of it,
about one foot out of the water. He Instantly
sung out, 'Periscope,' and the next moment. Torpedo,' for the submarine had been exposed scarcely
more than a second when she flred a torpedo. The
enemy was then about 900 yards from the ship
point forward of the beam.
and three-fourth- s
"The torpedo was running straight, but apparently having trouble In maintaining Its depth, for
when about 200 yards off I saw a streak, then at
a depth of about Ave feet. It dived and passed
under the ship about 30 feet from the stern. Soon
after heading away from the submarine we picked
up an abandoned lifeboat two points off the starboard bow. The submarine had apparently been
lying near the life boat, and on seeing us approach
had headed off to assume a position for attack on
our port side, probably expecting us to pick up the
lifeboat and thus miss seeing him. Fortunately,
however, the oil slick was sighted Arst.
"The old hands among the gunners paid no attention to the torpedo, which was coming right
for them, but made every effort to get the guns on
the target, which was the submarine's periscope."
What might be called a close shave befell another steamer on the return voyage.
"There were several other ships in the vldulty,"
runs the report, "Including two tankers and a destroyer and two or three tramps. Suddenly a perl-scowas sighted a quarter of a mile away, showing up plainly In the streak of moonlight on the
water. The submarine seemed to be Just coming
up and had probably misjudged the speed of the
Bteainer, having seen her some time earlier. Before a torpedo could be Ared or the guns manned,
the steamer was right on top of the submarine,
The chief officer threw the
which submerged.
helm hard over and went straight for htm. huvlntf

óort niienrt of the lunelng prow. She let Ay
withtorpedo In a wild flurry, at the steamer's side
out exploding. A moment later the submarine
along the other
itself went bumping and scrapingsailors,
and gun
i.i nt th vessel, whose officers,
the
ners stared straight down nt it and utteredwould
deep and hearty curses of the sea. They
drop
to
have swapped their souls for a few bombs
Grimy stokers poked their heads
In remembrance.
through the open ports and spat at the conning
tower, or passionately scrambled for lumps of coal
thing.
nml slice bars to heave at the blankety-blanThen the fog swallowed It up and the incident was
closed.
For hard fighting and the dogged courage that
re riirhtlv ascribe lo the men of the American
,,vv the stnrv of the Moren! ond Chief Petty Offi
cer Andrew Copassakl, commanding the armed
guard. Is one of those which shines undlmmed in
defeat. German sailors cheered him and his men
from the deck of a submarine when he finished
with his shin on fire and a cargo of gasoline about
to blow him to kingdom come. He was made a war
rant officer for devotion to duty and determination
to fight as long as she floated. A summury of hil
report to the nuvy department was given out short
ly after It was received.
B'or wanton brutality there Is the report of the
loss of the American schooner Chllde Harold off
the French coast. Unadorned, the episode is thus
described :
"At daybreak an object reported by the mate
was believed to be the square soils of a ship liui
down. The glosses showed It to be the superstructure of a submarine one mile away. (The Chllde
The submarine opened
Harold was unarmed.)
Are, and the shells ripped through the schooner's
hull and sails. The master ordered the crew Into
the motorlaunch and lowered any. This was
plainly visible to the submarine, which had come
much nearer. She continued to lire, however, evi
dently at the boat In the water, which escaped being hit. The captain and his crew were ordered
aboard the submarine and noticed that the cap
and
ribbons of the sailors bore the letter 'U-1.'
Two of the officers spoke excellent English,
and Captain Byrne of the schooner Informed them
that the firing was totally unnecessary and that
he had not expected such dastardly treatment from
any white men.
"The conversation developed the fact that the
commander of the subpiarine knew the date of sail'
Ing of the Chllde Harold from an American port
ond was on the lookout for her. He had also re
ceived Information of the departure of the fourA. V
master Alicia B. Crosby and the three-maste- r
Sherman on the same date, all three vessels hav
ing passed out to sea together.
He wanted to
know where the other schooners were. According
to his schedule they should have shown up by this
time.
"The Germans looted the Chllde Harold and
seemed very hungry. They hnd only coffee and
dry bread for breakfast aboard the submarine.
After fetching all the stores In the launch, they
put the captain and his crew In the boat again.
which was stove and half full of water.
The
schooner was set on Are. Her people were rescued by a steamer. Captain Byrne is anxious to
try It again."
A robust American shipmaster, this skipper of
the Childe Harold, who told the Germans to their
faces what he thought of them and was eager to
. have another fling at It!
AN ATOM

,

A SMALL WORLD.

In a paper concerning the functions of the
minute electrical charges In the chemical combination of atoms, delivered by Prof. William Al
bert Noyes of the University of Illinois, before
the National academy at Washington, he said that
for a century the atom was the ultima thule of
smallness for scientists.
Now they know that
each atom Is a complex system similar to our
sun and Its planets, that Is, with a central body
and from one to a hundred smaller bodies revolv
ing around It. The differences between hydrogen, oxygen, Iron, gold, radium, etc., are all In the
electrical charge of the central nucleus and In the
number and arrangement of these little satellites
of their atoms.
UNACCOMMODATING WELLS.
In the desert of western Australia there are
wells which yield water only at night. Before
the water begins to flow, weird hissings and the
Bound of rushing air may be heard. The phenomenon is believed to be due to a change in the
form of the rocky channel through which the water flows, and to the extreme change in temperature between day and night which occurs In this
region. The hissing is due to the escape of air before the advance of the water. Popular
Monthly.

mine in the
being worked.
Cornelia Cop

entirely

The Cactus Queen Copper Company
has about thirty men at work on Its
property near old Rawhide, in the
south part of Mohave county.
The men employed In the mines and
smelters in the Bisbee district for six
months or more were given bonuses
aggregating nearly $300,000.
Many eastern promoters and stock
brokers of doubtful character, to
gether with some reliable Interests,
are preparing for silver mining activ
ities.
Colorado.
William Mitchell of Boulder has
sold the Katy mine to the Tungsten
Metals Corporation.
The Royal Flush mine on Hahn's
Peak has been connected by telephone
with Steamboat Springs.
Directors of the Granite Gold Mining
Company declared the regular dividend of 1 cent a share. The total will
be $16,500.
Leadvllle's
metal production
for
1917 amounted to $17,959,977, or an
increase of $1,790,409.25 over the production of 1916.
The Colorado Central Mines Com
pany at Georgetown is now employing
eighty-fiv- e
workmen on the construc
tion of a new mill.
The mine output of gold, silver,
lead and zinc in Colorado for
eleven months of 1917, and the estimated output for December, accord
ing to data compiled by Charles W.
Henderson, of the United States Geo
logical Survey, Department of the In
terior, amount to about $16,020,000 In
gold, 7,327,000 ounces of sliver, 67,500,000 pounds of recoverable lead, 8,- 700,000 pounds of copper, and 114,000,- 000 pounds of recoverable zinc, hav
ing a total value of nearly $10,600,000,
compared with $19,153,821 In gold, 7,656,544
ounces of silver, 70,914,087
pounds of lead, 8,624,081 pounds of
pounds of
copper, and 134,285.463
zinc, having a total value of $49,200,
675 In 1916.

i

Told by Herself. Her Sin.
r centy Should Con
vince Others.
.

I

Christopher. 111. "For four vean 1
suffered from irregularities, weakness.
nervousness, ana
was in a run down
condition. Two of
our best doctora
failed to do me any
good.
I heard so
much about what
LydiaE.Pinkham's

Vegetable

Com-

pound had done for
others, I tried it
and was cured. I
am no longer neri i i i',
vous, am regular,
and in excellent
health. I believe the Compound will
cure any female trouble." Mrs. AUCB
Heller, Christopher, I1L
Nervousness is often a symptom of
weakness or somo functional derangement, which may be overcome by this
famous root and herb remedy, Lydia
E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound, as
thousands oí women bave found by
experience.
If complications exist write Lydia E.
Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass., for
suggestions in regard to your ailment.
The result of ita long experience U
at your service.
Instirftt of the Profession.
According to his mother, William,
Just turned four, is a prospective physician. The following conversation re
cently occurred between them :
"Mtivvcr, muy I be two .doctors?
"I don't see how you could be, son."
"Xlay I have two autobeels?"
"Maybe so."
"May I have a knife?"
"Wliut do you want with a knife,
son?"
"I want to cut into folks to see if
they are sick." Indianapolis News.
AN ATTACK OF GRIP
USUALLY LEAVES
IN WEAKENED

KIDNEYS
CONDITION

Doctors in all parts of the country have
been kept busy with the epidemio of grip
which has visited so many homes.
The
symptoms of grip this year are often very
distressing and leave the system in a rundown condition, particularly tbe kidneys
which seem to suffer most, as almost every
victim complains of lame back and urinary troubles which should not be neglected, as these danger signals often lead to
dangerous
kidney troubles.
Druggists
report a large sale on Dr. Kilmer's
6wamp-Root
which so many people say
soon heals and strengthens the kidneys
after an attack of grip. Swamp-Roobeing an herbal compound, has a gentle
healing effect on the kidneys, which is almost immediately noticed in most cases
by those who try it. Dr. Kilmer 4 Co.,
Binghamton, N. T., offer to send a sample size bottle of Swamp-Rooon receipt
of ten cents, to every sufferer who requests it. A trial will convince anyone
who may be in need of it. Begular medium and large size bottles, for sale at
all druggists.
Be tare to mention this
paper. Adv.

Montana.
Copper valued at more than $500,
000.000 was produced in the United
States In 1917.
Copper production of the Anaconda
Copper Mining Company in December
amounted to 22,600,000 pounds. This
According to Evidence.
compares with 21,660,000 pounds fot
It's
Mrs. Bllson (sentimentally)
November, 22,336,469 pounds In Octo love that makes the world go 'round.
No wonder
ber, 2,800,000 pounds In September,
Mr. Bilson (a lawyer)
11,176,000 pounds In August and 12,
It gets dizzy.
July.
400,000 pounds in
East Butte Copper Mining Company
GREEN'S AUGUST FLOWEft
produced 2,500,000 pounds of copper
Has been nsed for all ailments that
In December, compared With 2,033,000
re caused by a disordered stomach
in November, 1,691.008 in October and
and Inactive liver, such as sick head1,461,000 pounds in December, 1916
stomach,
sour
Production of the company for the ache, constipation,
year ended Dec. 31 last, smelter being nervous Indigestion, fermentation of
closed during July on account of labor food, palpitation of the heart caused by
trouble, was 20,249,848 povids, com gases In the stomach. August Flower
is a gentle laxative, regulates digestion
pared with 18,562,260 in 1916.
both In stomach and intestines, cleans
and sweetens the stomach and alimenNew Mexico.
tary canal, stimulates the Uver to seMining Company crete the bile and impurities from the
The Mogollón
pounds of gold blood. Sold in all civilized countries.
shipped twenty-fivand silver to mint during December. 80 and 90 cent bottles. Adv.
tonnage
amounts to 150
The dally mill
tons.
His Present.
"Well, wifie, today's my birthday."
The Oaks Company have opened S
"Oh, goody goody! Can I have a
large amount of shipping ore at Monew hat, dear?" People's Home
gollón, In Pacific mine. Arrangements are being made to begin regular shipments. This will make five
The Way of It.
different mines from which shipping
"You say he got the drop on youT"
is being done.
"Yes, he landed on my bead in a
According to figures being compiled parachute."
tor the government and for publicity
use, the output of the mines in the
Watch
Your Calves
Lordsburg district for 1917 will total
At tba Drat Indication oí aoooxs ot
cholera sire them
$2,250,000.
The Eight-Fiv- e
about
Dr. DTid Robrt
Calf Cholera Remedy fftS
mine was the biggest producer with
For Kjonrs in cattle, bone vid boga.
the Bonney second.
by thouUsed and recommended
sands of dairymen and toe owners.
live Pradi'-tFor a consideration of $18,000, Mike
Hon Veterinaria
m4 fr tW bMktot a Atortlea la Cw
O'Neill and Lydia F. O'Neill have
If nn doaler in Toor mwn. write
1
transferred to the Los Cerrillos Min- It. Intf fetartt fftt. Co., 100 flraaá Ahhun. Waatathi.
ing Company mining properties in the
Cerrillos mining district, including the
Chicago, Boston, Baltimore, Alboy,
Dividend, Keystone, Gray Eagle and
Big Blue Lodge claims.

Cuticura Soap

Wyoming.
The latest field in Wyoming is the
Renner dome, seventeen miles southwest of Basin, in Big Horn county.
The Pioneer Company, drilling In
Big Muddy, reports a
section 36-7good showing of oil at a depth ot 612

feet
Midwest
-head

Refining

Company's

casing-

gasoline plant at Salt Creek

and the pipe line connecting it with
Casper was turned over to the company by the contractors.

Ideal For Baby's Sida
RMTCIITC wstin
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IRRITATING
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Fnmptly treat coovha, coWa, boaraenea.
broochitia mod similar Inflamed and irrita tad
eoodittotM of tbe throat with a tcatod nmedy

NO REASON FOR IT

WAR TALKS
Billie and Jimmle Will Take Military
Training.

"I am mighty sorry. Uncle Dan, that
this Is your last night with us. Can't
you stay longer? We boys are harías
q peach of a time," said Bllllé. ,
"Well, If you get more out of It' In
the way of pleasure than I," said Uncle Dan, "you are going some."
"Billie, I have been talking seriously
with your father and mother about
sending you to a military academy and
they asked me to talk with you about

its

.

"Whoopee !": BllUe sereamei, like a
'
wild Indian.
"Now, hold'your horses," said Uncle
Dan, "and listen to me. You know I
sent my boy. Howard, to one of these
schools for a year when he was about
your age. He was narrow chested,
stoop shouldered, rather loose jointed ;
he had the big head and needed discipline and physical development He
was growing fast and I wanted him to
be strong physically."
be. "Say, Uncle Dan," said Billie, "I
lieve your description of Howard fits
me pretty well, eh?"
"Well," said Uncle Dan, "to b frank
I think it does; you need th same
thing. Howard did not like It at first I
am told for a few weeks he had 'rough
sledding, but afterhe found that the
only way was to obey orders, he caught
the spirit of the'instttution and liked
it. We did not see him for about six
months, then he came home for a few
days. We were astonished at his appearance.
He had gained about 20
pounds in weight, his muscles were as
bard as nails, he stood as straight as
an arrow, he was courteous, consider--
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Note the result of six months of milCompare lines A-and
iary training.
In cut.

ite and manly. His awkwardness had

lisappeared.- The change was wonderful and it was all to the good. Here
a a photograph showing 'before and
ifter taking,' and I am sure no patent
neiliclne advertisement could heat It.
"Well, mother and I were delighted,
rhat was ten years ago, and Howard
?ays the year he spent at the military
, icademy was the best year of his life.
"Now," said Uncle Dan, with great
arnestness, "when such training does
to much good, makes better citizens and
it the same time fits n man to defend
ills country, why should not Uncle Sam
iurnlsh this training at the government's expense? The government has
the Tight to call anyone to serve In
:ase of war, and without training, a
man Is worth nothing as a soldier. Unite Sam has splendid new training
;amps that will soon be available for
üie purpose, therefore, here is double
reason why the Chamberlain bill for
compulsory military training should be
y
rassed at once, so that every boy
fit may have this training and
not leave it for his parents to pay for.
Dn account of the expense, not one boy
n 50 can take the training now. I am
rlad that you can do so. These big
rxops and big prices, I find, make the
farmers rather 'cocky.' and that the
lest Is demanded by them."
Billie was up with the lark the next
norning. more excited and enthusiastic
than ever. He had a plan. He knew
Ilmmle owned a colt worth $100 ; that
1e would make almost another $100 on
Ms potatoes if they turned out well,
nd thaf he had from his previous
tvings, bought a $100 Liberty bond.
Billie s plan was to have Jimmie cash
n and go with him. He was disappointed to find that Jimmie would still
ack about $300 of having enough to
ee him through. His Up quivering, he
aid : "I'm mighty sorry to leave Jim-nieUncle Dan was silent a moment or
wo. then he asked Billie to go down'
:o the orchard and get him some apples to eat on the train. While he was
rone, it was arranged that Uncle Dan
ind Mr. and Mrs. Graham would
the money necessary so that
Ilmmle cool a. go. When Ulllle returned
was
told abont It He ran to the
le
phone 'and called Jimmie, saying:
Come on over, run Just as fast as yon
an. Tve got the greatest news yon
tver heard of."

.

can

them."

Price 60c at all dealers.
ply ask for a kidney
sal
$120.00,
Doan's Kidney Pills the same that RomanTenorio prisoners board
72.60
Co., AlejandroBaca
Mr. Plotner had. Foster-Milbur- n
Bal den sheriff
375.00
Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
EdnaCargo as'gnm't RECargo
81.01
JulianSalaa exp to Santa Fe, de- liv ballot boxes and elec booths 65. 50
AnniePorter postage, office exp 127.70
From the Enterprise.
"
"
250.00
sal dep treasurer
Nic Baca, the section foreman JesusCandelaria Bal co comm'r 150.00
"
150.00
here had a narrow escape last PoncianoSanches "
"
"
150.00
Saturday. He had his men clean MelcorLuna
TBRapkoch sal dep clerk
500.00
up some paper and rubbish on JulianSalaa sal
550.00
co clerk
He set fire to the RomanTenorio service on writ
the track.
11.15
by
standing
the
"
trash and was
" sal sheriff
675.00
cartridge ex DSKing survey school dist
50.00
fire when a 38-4- 0
120.00
ploded, the shell passing by his " " surveying roads, 'etc
180.00
sal jailer
face ar.J filling his face with fire JulianSanches
JLStubblefield exp road supt
16.00
enough to burn.
VidalSaiz sal extra guard
28.00
200.00
S. O. Love has got a bad hand EliaeSpeare sal add'nl dep
exp court service 565.71
caused by using a splintered ax RomanTenorio
RRomero sal treasurer
550.00
handl .
250.00
LARoosseau sal dep assessor
Miss Pressler returned Sunday TBRapkoch exp deliv election
25 00
booths and ballot boxes
from her home to take up her ManuelSanchesJr
serv interprets
4.00
Negra.
school at
JuanSanchesyVigil bury pauper 15.00
The Keehn Bros, are drilling a FelicianoOhavezyS sal assessor 213.00

ENCINO

"

well for F. H. Wood.
Bob Cavit went to Clovis last
Sunday after his wife who has
been there taking treatment.
A. J. Mitchell of Cedarvale
stoDDed with the barber awhile
last Tuesday, while enroute to
Estancia.
Charley Powell and Gorman
Overstreet went to Estancia
Monday to answer to the civil
service call, and drove a new
Ford apiece back for the Bond
Co. , which they will make trucks
out of them.
L. P. Walter made a business
trip to Estancia.
B. C. Rony was in town Tuesday, after cake for his ranch
south of Duran.
F. H. Wood sure is hauling
cake to his ranch with his big
truck and trailer.

Nil
I

Farmers & Stockmens Bank,
Estancia, N. M.
Torrance County Savings Bank
Willard, N. M.
Mountainair State Bank, Moun- tainair, N. M.
Encino State Bank, Encino,
N. M.
And said banks are hereby no
tified to file a good and sufficient
surety bond in the sum or sums
as provided by said chapter 70
of the laws of 1917.
The board examines and ap
proves the ' following claims for
payment now out of the respec
Don't sim tive funds:
remedy get EliaeSanchez
janitor

be no reason why any
reader of this who suffers the tortures
of an aching back, the annoyance of
urinary ,disorders, the pains. ana 1aan- 5
- I
in- j
gers
oi Kianey
ins win iaii w uocu
word of a resident of this locality who
The following is
has found relief.
convincing proof.
A. M. Plotner, carpenter, 1423 St.
John St., Albuquerque, N. Méx., says:
"I had severe attacks of kidney trouble
and my back bothered me very much.
I didn't feel well at all and when I exerted myself I tired very quickly.
Doan's Kidney Pills soon cured me of
Since then I have gener
the attack.
ally had a box of Doan's Kidney Pills
in the house in case I should need
There

Number Six
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FAMILY

MEDICINE
In Her Mother's Home, Says Toil
Georgia Lady, Regarding
Relief From Headache, Malaria, Chills, Etc.
Black-Draug-

"

"

337.00

LECatt

8 00

EDArmijo
DKillingsworth
GBSalaa
WMHornsby

4.00
6.00

JusticeBrown
A J Green

Ringgold, Ga.
Mrs. Chas. Oaston,
cf this place, writes: "I am a user
t;
in fact
of Thedford'a
it was one of our family medicines.
I
my
when
Also in
mother's home,
was a 'child. When any of us children complained of headache, usually
caused by constipation, she gave us
t,
which would
a dose of
Tectlfy the trouble.
Often in the
Spring, we would have malaria and
chills, or troubles of this kind, we
pretty regwoald take Black-Draugular until the liver acted well, and
we would soon be up and around
again. 'We would not be without It,
for it, certainly has saved us lota of
doctor bills. Just a dose of Black-Draugwhen not bo well saves a
lot of days in bed."
has been
Thedford'a Black-DraugIn use for many years in the treatment of stomach, liver and bowel
troubles, and the popularity which it
cow enjoys is proof of Its merit
If your liver is not doing Its duty,
you will suffer from such disagreeable symptoms as headache, biliousetc.,
indigestion,
ness, constipation,
and unless something la done, serious

SamKeen

VenturaPaiz

trouble may result
has been
Thedford's
found a valuable remedy for these
troubles. It is purely vegetable, and
acts In a prompt and natural way,
Tegulatlng the liver to its proper
functions and cleansing the bowels of
impurities. Try It Insist on The
ford's, the original and genuine. B 79
Black-Draug-

Shoe and Harness
Repairing
All work guaranteed
Shop on North Main Street
Estancia,

"

ChasLBurt trav exp visit schools 108.28
3.75
JAConstant printing
MtrPrintingCo ptg elec proc
6.24
EstanciaTelCo tel service
99.45
ChasBurruss cl'm Manuel Sanches 9.00
RLHitt ptg, supplies, publicat'n 296.96
PoncianoSanches exp co comm'r 74.50
JulianSalaa postage express etc 59.41
Whitney Co supplies for sheriff
31.50
' 300.00
NMCfcf Agriculture sal co agt
TBRapkoch prem on bonds
352 00
104.50
MelcorLuna exp co comm'r
JesusCandelaria exp co comm'r 55.00
37.29
JAConstant printing etc
PatrocinioSanches mem reg board 5.00
MarianoVigil mem reg board
5.00
MarianoVigil sal probate judge
50.00
"
11.60
expense
"'
JuanBCbavezyC mem reg board
5.00
450.00
ChasLBurt sal co supt schools
18.50
JulianSalaa com's'ns game lie's
RRomero treas int on state loan
1313.71
int sinking
The following warrants were ordered
drawn out of the Wild Animal Bounty
fund.
$346.00
WEIgin
2.00
LBMoore
2.00
BenDonlin
4.00
JSKdmonds
6.00
RFBrown
,
2.00
WHPace

R B. COCHRANE

'I

HarryDSmith election judge

PROCEEDINGS

Continued from first page)

You Are Shown A Way Out,

By UNCLE DAN

'

COMMISSIONERS'

New Mexico
I

8 00

2.00
2.00
2.00
2 00
4 00
2.00
4 u0
116.00

EEncinias
Librado Valencia
HPreeton
The following bills were approved for
payment at the next regular meeting
of the board of county commissioners.
FelicianoChavezySalaa office
exp postage
$ 42 u
RobertsNumberingMachCo
re
1.68
pairs on machine
Albert A Abbott bldg mater'l brg 54. 33
EstanciaDrugCo supplies
7.55
KempBroe drayage and supplies 11.48
AMParrett varnishing desks etc 7.00
GWPope elec jdge, house rent
5.00
6 00
ManuelSanchezJr interpreter
CleofesRomero coal CH and jail 164 00
LA Rousseau elk election
2 00
3.00
JPPorter judge election
24.29
DCHowell comm'n on taxes
Geo W Pope work on desks
1.50
12.00
Manuel SanchesJr interpreter
14.50
SNShirley scavenger work
NicolaaAragon judge election
3.00
"
"
RDHileman
3.00
4.00
VencesladoRomero JP fees
JoseALopez election judge
3.00
"
3.00
RafaelBarela "
"
AdolfoGallegos "
8.00
"
clerk
2.00
LOFoster
"
2 00
"
JoseLuna
3 00
" judge
HCMoseley
Solomon Archuleta reg member
5.00
JBGallegoa election judge
3.00
6 00
AdolfoGallegos reg member
CelsoGallegosyAJderete elec judge 3.00
2.00
JuanJChavez election clerk
JAWill registration member
5.00
CastuloMarquez reg mem
5.00
JWOwen sum'n'g witness for GJ 3.25
WarrenGraham election clerk
2.00
"
2.00
KennethLMathews
REHileman
" judge 3.00
3.80
VencesladoRomero JP fees
25.10
Cranc&Co records and index

MTNTOSH

3.00

2.00 Special Correspondence.
" clerk
WCSmith
3.05
VencesladoRomero JP fees
Frank Tutt has gone back to
3.00
BenignoSanches election judge
3.00 his work at Los Lunas.
JoseALopez registration mem
MaxMontoyaelec jdg mes'ng'r etc 7..00
W. W. Wagner made a trip to
5.00
ChasLBurt mem reg board
" "
"
5.00 Los Lunas last week to buy a
JNBush
FranklinPressCo supl's and r'c.'ds 47.C7 car of hay.
2.00
PatrocinioP.Sanchea elec clerk'
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Wagner
LWDeWolf mem reg board and
e
3.16 made a flying trip to Albuquej-qupostage
one day last week.
2.00
JuanChavezyGab elec judge
VencesladoRomero presiding corMrs. J. S. Starkey gave a fare3.00
oners jury
JuanCRomero mem reg bd elec elk 5.00 well party Saturday night for
Lucius Kirkland, who has joined
AntonioGutierrez election judge
2 00 the navy.
" clerk
DLStump
"
"
2.00
JuanJContreras
Mr. and Mrs. Moulton of Co1.60
JCHellums supplies
1.70 rona were guests at Mrs. Fal- JoeDavis postage on ballot box
2.00 ! coner's Saturday night, the 5th.
FredLBurruss elec judge
AntonioMontova elec judge' and
6.10
messenger fees
4.00
LFSanches ir.t'p't'r JP court
3.00 Special Correpondence.
,
Irving Meade elec judge
5.00
ManuelSanchesSr mem reg brd
Who said ir couldn't snow in
J acoboBacay Sanches elec judge 3.00 New Mexico?
,
2.00
JCHean election clerk
2.00
"
EB Lopez - "
Nearly everybody in and near
SimonAtencio" jdg mes'ng'r fees 5.00 Cedarvale háve
for the past
' "
" 5.50
"
JimPayne
been sitting around the
6.00 week
AWShartzer elec and reg judge
2.80 stoves trying to keep warm.
JABrittain elec judge postage
JARobertson " " mes'ng'rfees 5.00
Deck Killingsworth returned
3.00
LeonardShockey elec judge
last week from his old home in
"
"
3.00
AgustinGarcia
"
3.00 Tennessee, where he had been
JulioMueller " "
2.00 called by the sickness of a broth" clerk
JCDean
2.00 er.
"
"
ABaLovett
His brother died before he
FieldParkerCo roller shelf for reds 55 .75 arrived there.
I
2.00
CDOttosen elec cl ;rk
on
Ray
been
has
W.
Mrs.
J.
3.00
JuanTrujilloyPineda elec judge
" "
300 the sick list for the past few
AlfredoChavez
5.00 days.
DelfinoBarreras mem reg board
ECSharpless elec jdg mes'ng'r fee 4.60
R. H. Mitchell left for Albu3.00
RDHileman elec judge
" "
3.00 querque last week to work at his
WilliamKing
5.00 trade of carpentering.
RalphGRoberson mem reg board
5.20
EutemioLuna elec elk, mes'ng'r
Mr. and Mrs. Barrett Wagner
1.60
J M Wood ballot box messenger
3.00 left "the first of the week for
GeoEdmonds elec judge
MAMaloney presiding at inquest
Kansas, where they will
6.50
and election judge
spend
the balance of the winter.
11.20
"
" etc
GBSalas
"
3.00
Howard Payne was in our
DCHowell "
"
3.00 midst last week buying cattle.
LuisSerna "
10.00
SeraficoRomero elec judge etc
3.00
PrecilianoCarrillo mem reg bd
2.00
FidelHLopez elec clerk
2.00 Special Correspondence.
" "
CHLopez
3.70
" jdg, mileage
JuanCisneros

" Sh! What would happen
to me if I were your kid ?
Well, if you're not acquainted
with Calumet Bakings you
Oon't know what a good exCan't Help
cusa I haVe.
they're so
iidf.ns Myself me
too, beGood
podl
for
cause Calumet Bakings are
easily
digested.
wheh'some ard
Millionslof mothers use

CEDARVALE

PROGRESSO

"
JuanSerna
JesusMaValdez"
SantiagoGurule"
BpnifacioB arela"

"
"and rent
"
" reg mem
" etc
" "

3.00

Stormy weather at this wrisnow the past few

5.00

tingsome

3.00

days.

COO

6.40
CecilioSanches "
5.00
"
EmilioOtero
6.00
Frank Laws
3 00
VictorianoGarcia elec judge
HutchinsonOfficeSupplyCo suppl's 9.54
BurroughsAdd'gMachCo repairs 12.50
NMState Record records and supl's 65.65
97.85
EstancinLumberCo supplies
"
42 44
Clarke&Courts
12.90
JCPeterson JP fees
11.75
EAMiller const fee
.StateHighwayCommission forms 21.36
2.00
ManuelChavez J P supplies
The claim of Geo. D. Barnard & Co.
is presented and examined and the
same is approved for the sum of
$797.54, the items of $401 as well as
the excess on election booths which
were quoted at $10 each F. O. B. Estancia are disapproved inasmuch neither the county commissioners nor any
other official ordered the chairs.
The bill of J. M. Gregory for medical
Bsrvicea to Leandro Ortiz was rejected.
In the matter of the payment of the
interest of State loan the treasurer is
directed to transfer from the interest
and sinking fund and from the county
special funds such amounts as aré now
available in the said funds and draw
his chei-- in favor of the State of New
Mexico for the sum hereinbefore stated as stated in the order issued by the
'
board herein as follows:
.
To the County Treasurer, Torrance
County, New Mexico.
You are ht nAy authorized to place
the amounts v,Licti may be collected on
account of the State Loan Levy made
for the year 1912, to the credit of the
interest and sinking fund to reimburse
that fund'for the amount transfr-re- d
to the state loan fund by order of he
District Court.
t
The board adjourned until the second
11)18.
Monady in February,

NEAV HOME

Special Correspondence.

There has been no Sunday
school at New Home the past
two Sundays on account of the
inclemency of the weather.
Mr. and Mrs. Ham Holloway
have moved into Mrs. Charley
Douglas' house.
Grandma Garland is on the
sick list.

Charley Douglas
and son
Homer made a trip to Lucy last
week to look after their cattle.
Minnie Fuller is visiting at Mr.
Douglas' this week.
Mrs. Threadeill and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Fitzgerald and
Mrs. Rucker visited Mrs. Evans
last Wednesday.
A. B. McKinley is at home at
this writing.

The charivari party given last
Wednesday night for Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Sheehan was well
attended. All report a good time.
Baby Ed Elliston was visiting
in Progresso last Saturday.
S- DeVaney was
looking after
business matters in Progresso
last Saturday. Shady is taking
f
a
from well drilling during the bad weather.
Fred Frevert was helping Gus
Kerkhoff
the equipment in his well last week.
Arthur Sheehan and wife motored to Willard Monday.
The pie supper at B. E.
Monday night was well attended, and all report a good
-

lay-of-

Pig-gott- 's

MORIARTY

Messenger.

Green Guest left Wednesday
for a short visit with relatives in
Arkansas.
S. L. Naylor of Fairbury, Nebraska, is here to inspect his
ranch bought of his nephew,
Charley Naylor.
J. N. Hughes and family moved to Colorado this week. Roy
Fletcher and Pete Reeves accompanied them.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernice Dean
moved up from Estancia Thursday. Mr. Dean is a son of Reed
Dean and will live on the Marshall place west of town.
Red Cross members take notice. On Jan. 2B, 1918. Estancia
members will be in Moriarty to
re organize the Moriarty branch.
The meeting will be held in the
Rest room at 2:30 p. m.
On last Friday our basket ball
team met and defeated the Stanley team on our grounds.
The
high school students who made
the honor roll for December were
Dorothy Coats, Nora Black, Esperance Butler and Grace Dean.
Esperance
All of these except
Butler made a daily grade sufficient to exempt them from examinations which are in progress
this week. On Friday night we
are to give our play "Between
the Acts," at Estancia under the

because

best, results and is
always
eivnnmical in cost and it:? "
Calumet containm only Much
infrcdisntB ob hava been approved officially by the V. S.
Food Authorities.
You Bave tifien vou buy if
lou mave when you use It,
Rives

it

:

séÉzK

1

1

IS

auspices of the Red Cross.
At the meeting of the Moriarty Federal Loan Ass'n held here
Tuesday the following officers
President, Ira
were elected:
Ludwick; vice president, Marion
Wimmer; secretary treasurer, R.
V. Gilbert; board of directors-I- ra
Ludwick and J. L. Smith of
Estancia, P. N. Dannevik and
M. Wimmer ' of Moriarty, O. A.
East of Otto. G. C. Calkins of
Barton, J. Vanderford of Mcintosh, W. J. Morgan of Stanley
and M. A. Maloney of Lucy.
Loans approved and accepted to
date amount to $32,400. A much
larger amount is pending.

SUFFERING FROM COLD
If you shiver in frosty
weather, if you have cold hands
and feet, if colds are stubborn
and frequent, then your blood
may be thin and impoverished.

time.

From the Moriarty

powder

baking

b?causeof its purity

SCOT

Mi.

has been correcting this condition for nearly fifty years. It

possesses rare powers for
creating natural body warmth,

for charging

summer blood

with winter richness and
strengthening both throat
and lungs.
The NorwejHan cod Hver oil in
Scott's Emukion Is now refined in our
own American laboratories which
makes it pure and palatable.
Scott & Bowne. Bloomfield.N.J.
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For Nearly

50 Yeatsl

tha 1,300,000 women who torn to
s,
McCALl3 every month for correct
for patterns, for ecouomica! buying,
for fancy recdlework, for good Stortafr lor
pleasure, far help, for style.
McCALL Patterns fit.
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10c
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